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Taslc force study

100 days
"exciting9
for Celeste

Greek GPAs fall
by Monica Oroaz
staff reporter

A downward trend in scholarship,
measured by accumulative grade
point averages, is being studied by a
Scholarship Task Force organized by
the Interfratemity and Panhellenic
Councils.
"There's a downward trend in the
system; it's a problem and we know
it," Bob Skowronek, junior marketing
research major and IFC president,
said. The trend is evident not only in
the greek system, but for all students,
Skowronek added.
Because statistics are kept within
the greek system, it can be studied. In
the past 10 years the overall GPA has
been steadily decreasing, he said.
"I think the interests of students
have changed," Skowronek said. Involvement in extracurricular activities also is important now, and may
affect grades, he added.
Both the IFC and Panhellenic Councils have provisions in their constitutions regulating scholarship. A 2.0
accumulative GPA for fraternities
and a 2.2 for sororities must be maintained by full members, subject to
academic warning and possible probationary or erpubionary actions.
'IT'S TOUGH to deal with that kind
of problem," Skowronek said. "We're
not here to kick people out. We stress
incentives - make them want to
study."
The Scholarship Task Force was
airrnnMrd by the IFC and Panhellenic Councils in conjunction with
Greek Life to study declining GPAs.
The task force will be working to find
reasons for fewer scholarships and
will make recommendations for solving the problem.
You ve got to have deterrents and
positive reinforcement both, for It to
be effective," Skowronek said.
He added the problem with encouraging scholarships is determining
what makes people study. "Grades

have to be something internal, intrinsic," Skowronek said.
There are several reasons why
some chapters have lower averages
than others, Skowronek said. "A lot of
it has to do with the make-up of the
house," he said, adding that a tendency for a majority of members to
be in a certain class or major may
affect that chapter's GPA.
"SOMETIMES THEY are not stressing grades," he said, adding that
some chapters may be more involved
in outside activities than others.
Involvement may affect not only
grades in the greek system, but in
other organizations as well, Skowronek said.
Wayne Colvin, director of Greek
Life, said students who have lower
grades but who are greek affiliated
may have a better chance of stay'
in school because they have a:
system - people who encourage I
to stay in school - and because they
have responsibilities to their chapters.
A University scholarship report for
fall semester 1962 states that the allgreek GPA is 2.638 while the all undergraduate average is 2.636. Statistics
for all-sorority and all-fraternity averages show these individual greek
GPAs as being lower than those for all
men and for all women.
Colvin said overall, greek averages
are higher because of in-house tutoring systems, greater contact afforded
with juniors and seniors and test and
professor files within the chapters.
ALTHOUGH SOME chapters do
have lower averages, Corvin said
"There's no difference in chapters
with lower GPAs regarding intelligence. The difference becomes the
emphasis individual chapters put on
scholarship."
"We're concerned because our No.
1 reason to be here is scholarship,"
Penny Neiding, junior interpersonal
communications major and scholarship chairperson for the Panhellenic Council, said.

NEWS IN BRIEF

COLUMBUS (AP) - Democratic
Gov. Richard Celeste yesterday described his first 100 days in office as
"tremendously exciting ones" and
said inroads were made in solving
Ohio's problems.
His evaluation clashed, as might be
expected, with an assessment of his
administration earlier in the day by
Republicans already trying to figure
out a way to defeat him in 1906.
The governor and state GOP Chairman Michael Colley appeared at separate forums at the Press Club of
Ohio, the Republicans having hurriedly arranged a morning news conference after learning of Celeste's
appearance there in late afCeleste said he inherited from the
previous administration a $328 million
budget deficit and a constitutional
requirement for him to balance the
state budget by the end of the fiscal
year on June 30.
Referring to the income and other
tax increases requested by him and
approved by the legislature. Celeste
said, "We put Ohio's financial house
in order and I am proud of that
achievement."
He said the move bolstered Ohio's
credit rating on the Wall Street bond
market. While Michigan and Illinois
were having their ratings lowered this
year, Ohio's last bond issue sold at the
lowest interest rate since I960, be
said.
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Missing tax deadline means penalties
If you did not send in your tax forms by the April 15 deadline and owe
Uncle Sam money, you could be subject to one or several penalties.
If you file late and owe money, you are subject to a penalty of S percent of
the tax due for each month or part of a month that it is late, Joyce Osterud,
office supervisor for H&R Block, said.
According to Osterud, there is also a penalty of one-half of 1 percent of the
tax due for each month or part of a month the payment is late.
According to Osterud, an annual interest rate of 16 percent per year is
charged for the total amount of unpaid taxes, in addition to the taxes you
owe.
Yon could be subject to all four of the penalties if you fit into all of the
categories, she added.
If reasonable cause for not paying taxes on time is shown, the IRS can
decide whether or not a penalty is in order, Osterud said. It is not likely that
you will get away with paying late, she added.
Osterud said it is too late to file for an extention, which is due the date of
the return. This extension would allow you to file your return up to four
months later, but your payment would be due at the original time.

Larry Williams, junior business major, cleans winter storage dust off the front wheel of his ten-speed
racer. Williams who lives on East Wooster Street, was taking advantage of the sunshine yesterday
afternoon.

THE GOVERNOR said his proposed two-year budget contains "a
real increase for education... not as
much as I wanted but 13 percent next
year for primary and secondary education and 22 percent the next two
years for higher education."
Celeste said he is on the way to
shackling high utility bills with a new
utilities commission and has saved
$50 million in Medicaid. "I also have
tackled the health industry and tried
to limit hospital expansions," he said.
He said he has restricted use of
state cars, eliminated some unneeded
state agencies and moved ahead with
plans to expand the prison system.
Earlier, Colley and two other Republicans said Celeste's first 100 days
nave been "a miserable failure."
They cited a previously announced
poll showing Celeste with only a 23
percent approval rating, the 'lowest
of any governor."
Colley reeled off a list of what he
said were mistakes and failures of the
See CELESTE page three

Honor fraternity receives charter
by Monica Oroaz

staff reporter
Phi Beta Kappa, the nation's oldest
honor society, was installed at the
University April 17, culminating a
three-year process for the charter.
"It is one of those hallmarks of
having arrived," Dr. Stuart Givens,
history professor and director of the
chartering process, said

Low in the high 20s.
:-
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Spring cleaning

Weather
Sunny and warmer today with a high in the low 50s. Continued clear tonight.
:
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According to Givens, the fraternity
honors students enrolled in the College of Arts and Sciences for aca-
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demic excellence, ability in liberal
education and breadth of coursework.
"It is the most prestigious honorary in
the country," he added
Students of junior or senior stand
ing who have distinguished themselves in these areas are initiated
annually, Givens said, adding that the
honor is achieved by no more than 10
percent of the graduating class.
Forty-six University students were
initiated Sunday into the XI chapter of
Ohio in a ceremony that also installed
Catherine Sims as national president
of Phi Beta Kappa.

THIS WAS the University's fifth
attempt to achieve Phi Beta Kappa,
Givens said. According to Givens,
institutions must present evidence of
academic excellence in toe area of
Arts and Sciences and training of
faculty as well as financial stability of
the institution, quality of library volumes, outstanding graduates and documentation of how budget is
allocated. Recommendations are
made from this presentation.
Of 78 institutions that applied in the
last triennium, Givens said six were
See HOMO page five

Social Security rescued Man speaks against nukes
WASHINGTON (AP) - In a celebration shared with adversary and
ally alike, President Reagan signed
yesterday a $165 billion Social Security rescue plan that "demonstrates
for all time our nation's ironclad
commitment" to the retirement program.
House Speaker Thomas O'Neill Jr.,
D-Mass., agreed. "This is a happy
day for America," he declared.
The president's stroke of a dozen
pens sealed the bipartisan compromise to stave off impending bankruptcy of the old age trust fund by
raising taxes, freezing benefits for six
months and boosting the retirement
age by two years in the next century.
Leaders of Congress, members of
the blue-ribbon commission which
crafted the package, and hundreds of
other guests applauded the crowning
act in a blustery ceremony on the
South Lawn of the White House.
''The changes in this legislation will
allow Social Security to age as gracefully as all of us hope to do ourselves,
without becoming an overwhelming
burden on generations still to come,"

declared the president, who wore no
topcoat against the 41-degree chill.

"WE HAVE shared an historic moment," he said at the end of the 15minute ceremony, "for in signing
these amendments into law, we've
restored some much needed security
to an uncertain world."
With leaders from both parties and
Alan Greenspan, the chairman of the
National Commission on Social Security Reform, clustered around him,
Reagan signed the thick document.
The gala event rllmared two years
of pitched political battles on the
Social Security's troubles and how to
remedy them.
Senate Majority Leader Howard
Baker Jr., said it represented "a
successful conclusion of another
chapter in the real greatness of the
American political system - that is,
the subordination of our own particular political ambition In favor of the
greater good"
O'Neill. Baker and Reagan each
appointed five members of the commission that produced the compro-

mise on Jan. 15 after a flurry of last
minute negotiations with the White
House.

THE REFORMS will generate $165
billion in new revenues or savings for
Social Security between now and the
end of 1969, and experts from Congress and the Social Security Administration agree they will also wipe out
all of tee system's long-term deficit of
$1.9 trillion. That figure represents
bow much the system would need in
its trust funds right now to stay in the
black over the next 75 years absent
any reforms.
The 36 million beneficiaries will
have to wait from July until next
January for their annual cost-of-living Increase, expected to run around
3.5 percent That delay will cost a
typical retiree about $13 or $14, or
roughly $80 over the six months.
The payroll tax on employers will
rise from $.7 percent to 7 percent next
January. The package also includes a
tax hike in 198M9, when the rate will
be 7.51 percent.

by J. Douglas Gurnlck
reporter

Tom Siemer worked as a quality
control engineer for Rockwell International, Columbus, for 23 years
before he realized be did not believe what he was doing was morally right He left his job in 1976 for
this reason.
"I was spending my life creating
projects for the government with
only one purpose, to destroy human
life," Siemer said
Siemer, co-director of the State
of Ohio Nuclear Freeze organization and the director of the Holy
Family Peace Center in Columbus,
was at the University Tuesday as a
part of "Peace Week."
Siemer lectures and conducts
workshops nationwide on "the insanity and immorality of the nuclear arms race." His visit to the
University was sponsored by the

Bowling Green Peace Coalition and
the University's Social Justice
Committee.
"All I seemed to do at Rockwell
was lie," Siemer said "I must
have told 25 lies in the course of a
single business day. Lies, lies, lies,
and overruns. I ripped this government of $558 million on a single
protect. Six years in the making
and nothing to show for it but
waste."
THE PROJECT that made
Siemer contemplate the morality
of his job at Rockwell International
was toe "smart bomb."
This bomb, a missile with a television guidance system inside to
direct ft to the target, was being
tested mainly on bridges during the
Vietnam War, Siemer said Rockwell International retrieved the
tapes from the missiles and monitored the bombs destruction, he
added.
"We would get back the tapes

and we would all gather around the
terminal and watch the bombs
tracking and exploding," Siemer
said. "We were like a bunch of kids
at a football game, yelling and
screaming like we had just won the
big game?'
Siemer said he was watching one
of these tapes when he saw a bomb
heading for a truck envoy. The split
second before the bomb exploded,
Siemer said he saw the people the
bomb was about to destroy.
"That's when I told myself.
'Sterner you're killing for a living,
Siemer said he began drinking
during this point in his life in 1973,
hoping to evade the questions about
the moral justifications of his job.
He said bis drinking bwamy a
serious problem during the next
three years, resulting in his taking
a six-month medical leave of absence from the company.
See FREEZE page three
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We are not always able to address many of the issues in
the University and Bowling Green communities. Therefore, this editorial is a rundown of some of the concerns that
we feel deserve praise or criticism.
CHEER to the Uptown bars for their clean-up effort of the
city's streets. These establishment owners are taking turns
paying the monthly salary of a University student who
sweeps away the previous night's litter.
JEER to those of us who get a sense of "pleasure" out of
vandalizing the community, i.e. the destruction of property
in the Moore Musical Arts Center and decorating "home"
with stolen business and street signs.
CHEER the University Activities Organization for allowing
someone else instead of the Michael Stanley Band to "strut"
on campus this semester, i.e. The Stray Cats.
JEER to the student body for its predictable apathy in this
year's Undergraduate Student Government election, even
though USG is the main channel of communication to the
administration. And JEER to USG's lack of publicity prior to
the election which may be why voter turn-out was low.
CHEER Dr. Janice Lloyd, medical director of Student Health
Services, for her continued efforts to improve overall health
care at the Health Center, i.e. the efficency of service and the
concern for patients.
JEER the conversion to semesters which has thus far
prevented all of us "Whores and Whoremongers" from being
led to "salvation" by Brother Jed and Sister Cindy.
CHEER the plans to expand the seating capacity at the Ice
Arena so more of us will be able to cheer for one of our toprated athletic teams.
JEER those University organizations who choose to accost
innocent people who pass by their stands in University Hall.
CHEER the steering committee for its hard work in preparing the report on the status of women and minorities at the
University. But JEER the committee for only coming up with
evasive recommendations to alleviate the problem.

Media, public leaders
ignoring policy issues
COMMENTARY
by Max Lerner
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I put the question because we are
supposed to be in the midst of a
"Great Debate" now, and you
wouldn't know it from the media
accounts. All you get is glancing references and single-sentence quotes in
the press and half-minute capsules on
TV. That was not the meat and drink
on which the Republic in the past was
fed.
Take the issue of American covert
intervention in Nicaragua, which has
displaced the El Savador guerrilla
war in the media's affections.
Res. Edward Boland, D-Maas., who
beads the House surveillance group
on intelligence, says the CIA is trying
to overthrow the Nicaraguan leftwing Junta and thereby is breaking
the law. Sen. Barry Goldwater, RAriz., his Senate counterpart, denies
it So does President Reagan, who
says we are trying to "interdict" the
Nicaraguan arms intended to overthrow the Salvadoran government.
This would seem to have every
element for a great debate-the issues
of law, power, national interest co■ uitntas, morality. Yet aside from
the investigative reporting in the media , all we gat from public figures is
references and gnomic utOne can understand why neither
Reagan nor his critics want to reveal
intelligence information. But I am
watting for some senator who has
dons fis homework to deliver a sustained attack on American intervention and say that the very real danger
of Communist victory in El Salvador
doesn't excuse the legal and moral

sins of intervention in Nicaragua.
And I am watting for someone to
answer him and say that a democracy, too, must use its intelligence
services, that Yuri Andropov cannot
be given a monopoly of them. I am
waiting for him to add that - short - no
democracy can afford to pursue legal
purity and moral innocence at the
expense of the national Interest A
democracy doesn't have to be condemned to self-castration.
These things are not said in an
explicit way t>y either side in what
remains a set of angry or snide exchanges. When Ronald Reagan says
that no law is being broken, and that
the intent is only to stop the flow of
arms to El Salvador, it is a half-truth
at best. The intent Is to destabilize the
communists in the junta. Just ss the
Soviets have destabilized many proWestern regimes.
In another pert of the forest there
is the Tass attack on the Senate vote
confirming Kenneth Adelman for the
arms control post For the Soviets to
claim the right to decide who the
American arms negotiators will be is
some sort of high point in the political
absurd. And for Sen. Paul Tsongas, DMass., to say the Senate acceptance
of Adelman plays into Soviet hands is
worse than absurd. It is pure and
distilled cant.
I should have thought Americans
got their fill of the employment of
virtue as the chief agent in foreign
policy under Jimmy Carter, and mat
we would embrace - to use Alisdalr
Mclntyre's phrase - an "after virtue"
era, with a genuine balancing of the
national interest ogohMa pfitW
morality. But to get such a balancing
we need public officials and media
<VWT
?fTMHitatflrs fapaWf if tufftalpir'fl *■
Ct debate - and we don't have
Max Lerner is a columnist for the Los
Angeles Timet Syndicate.
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I hope to get feedback from this;
both negative and positive. Then
again, I can get Just as much feedback from being silent and sayjng
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Cheers and Jeers

Does anyone remember the last time
when a senator stood up and made a
great speech in a great debate on
Foreign policy?
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nothing. So, at the urging of two
separate newspaper staffs and some
concerned individuals, I will write
what many a thought has contained in
this past year.
First of all, let it be said that those
students who have contributed all of
their time and effort to making a
minority paper on the University
campus a reality, deserve accolades
way beyond those that have been
given them in the past Those accolades are virtually nonexistent.
Secondly, let me state that it is
through being on the staff of a pi
cation like Sis that you get to the
point where you can understand what
the problems of the publication are. In
case you don't follow me and I will
I came onto this staff a highly
controversial candidate for the position of editor because I did not have
enough "prerequisites." I had the
Journalistic requirements, but some
people found my social prerequisites
lacking. No matter, an editorship is
not a popularity contest Editors are
often unpopular people.
My second problem did not leave
me alone as easily as the first. It is a
continuing problem which any minority editor oh this campus is going,
to have to face: not having the staff to
produce a paper, magazine or yearTrie editor who preceeded me had
Siroblems with this; and the one beore that; and probably the one before
that. The point is that minority students, just as much as the white
students on this campus, are guilty of
apathy. The only difference is mat
since we are less In number, the effect
is much more devastating. (When I
say minority students, I mean ethnic
minorities, excluding women. THE

OBSIDIAN, never to my knowledge,
has discouraged latinos. Asians,
Blacks or foreign students tram wrttingforit)
When an Issue of the paper does not
come out people wonder why and
usually begin blaming the staff and/or the editor. However, they never
stop to see that in the production of
the paper, many things can happen
that can impede progress. So, 1st me
give you s brief lesson in the production of a newspaper.
First a paper needs stories. This
year, THE OBSIDIAN has not bean at
a loss for stories. Minority activities
on campus have been many. However, who is to write these stories? We
have a staff of six fluctuating writers.
Two are seniors who have already
given their fair share of three academic years to the publication. Now,
they want to concentrate on graduation. Okay, I aay. They have given the
times of their lives. They deserve a
rest Three of my remaining writers
are in the pre-Journalism 300 stage.
That is the journalism class in which
a student learns bow to write from an
interview and how to write from a
speech, among other things. Given
the time and a little more experience,
they will develop into good newspaper
Journalists... with time; time that is
not to be bad now.
That leaves me to cover most dinners, speeches and festivals thrown
by every minority organization on
campus. I make as many as I remember or can squeeze in between classes
I have occasional recollection of attending. But I am not a herculean
Amazon and I haven't perfected clon; myself yet.
• needs advertising.
THE OBSIDIAN staff has been
blessed with two fantastic advertising
representatives who are hardworking
and dedicated... and the economy is
not their fault. It is not their fault that
they cannot get enough people to buy
enough ads to publish a given issue.
They work their damndest, But the
fact remains, that yes, THE OBSIDIAN does have to have a certain
amount of ad money to go to the
printer lust like the other campus
publications.

Third, layout personnel. A paper has
to belayed out. As of the second issue,
this part of the staff has been wellpadded. Everyone wants to lay out the
paper but no one wants to write. What
are the layout people supposed to lay
out?

would rather criticize the Job that is
being done rather than do something
to change that Job for the better, and
because sometimes there is so much
ln-fighting that some people nave lost
sight of what the fight is really all
about

Fourth, photography. Our photographers have spent time and money
taking pictures that are never used.
Why? Because the stories for the
pictures did not get written in time for
(leadline. Why? Look at point number
one.

As it stands now, the status of THE
OBSIDIAN is unsure. Even though it
may miss the cut this time, there is a
strong posslbllty that if the existing
staffing problems persist, it will not
be passed over the next time. The
prospects look pretty bleak. Who is
going to make up the staff when a new
editor is found? Three-fourths of the
staff is graduating. Will THE OBSIDIAN graduate into obscurity in the
near future?

So, I want to explain to everyone
why THE OBSIDIAN sometimes
seems to be operating so inefficiently.
The present staff and the past editors
know why: because there is work to
be done that no one wants to do, Bacbelle Ashley, a senior magazine
because being on the staff of a news- journalism major, la the editor of
paper takes time, because people THE OBSIDIAN.

LETTERSi
Dr. Paul Olscamp given
Upon vaction spot
Spring commencement exercises
are only two weeks away and I was
wondering where President Dr. Paul
Olscamp would be vacationing this
time. It seems that graduation and
vacations are synonymous for our
University president Look at the
past. Shortly after Dr. Olscamp took
over the presidency, summer '82 commencement was held. Where was Dr.
Olscamp? On a yacht in the Pacific of
course. Then as winter '82 commencement drew near, the fabulous Falcon
football team drew a bid to the California Bowl. Dr. Olscamp opted to
attend the football game rather than
graduation. Support of athletics is
great, but sports are not the main
purpose of a university. The University is in a position to promote many
things, but its main purpose Is to
educate those who attend. Isn't it nice
to know that Dr. Olscamp has his
priorities straight?
I hope, Dr. Olscamp doesn't spoil
his record. If I may, I would like to
suggest a vacation spot for bun on
May 7. How about Hefi, Michigan?
Douglas R. Hoi brook
141 Kohl Hall

Black Swamp story shorn
insensitivity to elderly
It is difficult not to set emotional
over the pain and agony the elderly go
through. Many people can tell vivid
and expressionistic stories about the
experiences they have had with an
elderly grandparent There is no
doubt it is traumatic at times, even
impressionable in some cases. The
people who have had grandparents in
the type of situation Melissa Johnston
has described are even more vulnerable to the slanted perception of her
article, "The Crap Game," printed In
the spring edition of Black Swamp.
The elderly in this article play the role
of people incapable of any kind of
human qualities except for defecaUon, swearing and utter helplessness.
I find it hard to believe andshameful
that one has to distort and dehumanise the elderly Just to create an
"effective" piece of Journalism.
Johnston's article overemphasizes
the stench arid disgust one would find
in a baby's diaper, or even In your

and the bias of ttw article loaves the
reader not with a feeling of helping
the elderly, but with a nauseous eddy
burn in the pit of one's stomach. The
article feeds people who are not well
informed about the elderly with a
biased and inaccurate point of view
about the elderly. I would like to know
one thing about Johnson's narrow
outlook... do you laugh at pictures of
people who suffer from herpes and
venereal diseases? And do you laugh
at pictures of deformed and aborted

babies? Those also could make very
creative and interesting articles you
could be proud to put your name to.

AU f*

Martin Johnaon
Carol Crot.
OC MB 1111

Boats on Sand, local band,
deserves media coverage
It has puzzled me for some time
now why the BG News has not provided Its readers with more coverage
of the local music scene - especially
bands from this area. While it is true
that there have been articles printed
concerning local musicians, I feel that
one particular band that many people
in the Bowling Green area are familiar with has gone totally unrecognized
by your paper.
The band I am referring to is Boats
on Sand. Made up of five area musicians (three are BG graduates),
Boats on Sand have been on the Bowling Green scene for two years and
have built a strong local following. I
feel they have been influential in that
they have concentrated on introducing original music while at the same
time providing a mixture of cover
tunes. I have yet to see an unenthusiastic crowd at one of their local
performances.
I would like to see the BGNews give
this promising band a little recognition. Boats on Sand are playing in
Bowling Green very soon (Saturday.
April 23) and perhaps a member of
the news staff, along with many others, will be there to enjoy what is in
my opinion a band with much potential.
Scott Maler
12J0 Woootor E.

Film festival cancellation
disappoints student
Does anybody know what happened
to the Student Film Festival, scheduled for this past Sunday? I sure
don't. I showed up at the designated
time and place and found three people
like myself and a dark, empty projection booth. After wondering about^he

empty seats of Gish waiting for something to happen, like the Indians who
came late for tbe.raindance, it was
soon clear that nothing was going to
happen. If this valuable event has
been canceled of sirtply forgotten I •
am extremely disappointed and dissatisfied.
In closing, I think students should
support more underdog events such
as these. Great things can happen at a
raindance as long as you've got the
ndjajsj

easy to run the license number
through their computer why couldn't
they run the number to see that the
car had a Vistor's Registration w(; "
they themselves gave out? I thou
thai was the reason cars were r*
tend In the first place, to help I
protect them
Speaking of protection, I said my
car was not even up here at that time.
Well, it was sitting in the garage at
home with a broken window. The late
hours of Saturday almost one week
after registering the car it was broken

Andrew Dardlno
lOSProut

More protection, less
ticketing needed at night
After reading the letters in the
paper dealing with the breakfast
thief, I was reminded of a situation
that 1 am having with Campus Safety
and Security and let's not forget Parking Services.
OB the 7th day of February I went to
Parking Service to get a Temporary
Registration for my car. I wanted to
keep my car on campus for a little
less than three weeks. They gave me
a sticker for three weeks that was to
expire on Feb. 27. This cost me $6, $2
per week.
In March I received a letter from
the Bursar. I knew I owed $6 for my
Temporary Registration. Along with
the registration fee, I received a fine
of 825 for a nonregistered vehicle. The
date of the ticket was Feb. 15. Now if I
figure right Feb. IS falls within my
three week limit of my temporary
which started on the Feb. 7, not to
mention the fact that my car was not
on campus. So in order to find out the
problem I went to Parking Service. I
was given an appeal slip, but this was
soon taken away. To make the story
shorter the ticket was put on my
brother's car who lives In Bowling
Green. He has a Vistor's Pass for his
car that expires the first few days of
May. The people who banded out the
ticket ran the license number through
their computer and found out the car
was registered to the same home
address as mine, so they assumed it
was my car. This is where I question
the service. My question U if it was so

stolen. Also within a couple of weeks
they seemed to have closed the record
on the incident They were concerned
though; they asked if I had insurance
which luckily I did. If I didn't have
insurance I would of had to spend
almost 81.300 to repair the damage.
I'm not condemning the officers,
lust the system. The officer, Sgt.
Louis, who helped me was considerate and sympathetic to my situation.
The question is what Is more important banding out tickets or protection. I'm net talking about cars alone,
but protection of the campus all over.
It seems to me they need a few less
people handing out tickets and a few
more people on patrol at night (you
know the time when most crimes take
place).
I am very glad to see they are
taking care of the real criminals (the
breakfast thief). Me, I'm still trying
to dear up the parking ticket for the
car I didn't even have that occurred
back in February. Maybe someday
there will be Justice For AIL
Dennis Blanohard
181 Kohl Hall

RESPOND
The BGNews Opinion Page is the
forum for comments rearticles In The News or
concerning the
University and its community.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BGNews
lt8 University Hall
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Scientist says life is chemistry
,

by Fred Radio

reporter
Dr. Arthur Kornberg,
winner of the 1960 Nobel
Prize for medicine and
professor of biochemistry
at Stanford University,
said Monday night during
a lecture at the University
that we gain factual knowledge about our chemical
selves because life itself is
a chemical process.
By better
our chemistry, we can
ter understand ourselves,
Kornberg said.
In his speech, "Understanding Life as Chemistry," Kornberg said
chemistry is what decides
an organism's form, Ha
behavior, its growth, Its
interaction witn its environment and its fate.
By striving to understand how chemistry
works within the human

body, be said, man can
erase the superstitions
which hinder rational
thinking.
According to Kornberg,
superstition in the last century obstructed society
from confronting persons
with mental disorders. Scientists, he said, have researched the chemical
backgrounds of the mentally ill and have discovered, in moat cases,
bacteria and viruses have
attacked their nervous systems.
RESEARCHERS
FOUND by enriching the
diets of mental patients
with niacin the mental disorder subsided or eventually disappeared.
He said diseases attack
and alter the chemical balances in cells. As a result,
chemical scientists are attempting to uncover the

hidden constructions about
the chemical nature of
cells. Once found, this
knowledge can be used in
the cure and prevention of
diseases, he said.
According to Kornberg,
one problem with cell research is that cells, human
and nonhuman, often react
in similar ways. For example, he said, a dozen chemical reactions take place in
a yeast cell during its fermentation to alcohol. The
identical process also
takes place step-for-step in
the changing of sugar to
energy in the human muscle cell, he added.
Kornberg said, despite
such difficulties, scientists
will find out the medical
secrets of today.
"A CURE for cancer will
be found one day," he said.
Research in the area of
genetic chemistry will un-

BO News photo/Tim Tobln

Dr. Arthur Kornberg

mask the causes of genetic
diseases, like cancer, he
said
Kornberg, who received
his Nobel Prize through his
work in genetic research,
said achievements in genetic chemistry, also
called genetic engineering,
are slow because chemists
are still fumbling with the
basic issues of cell development and degeneration.
He added that the basis
of cancer la known and
genetic chemists will continue to unravel the reason
cancer initiates the rapid
division of cells. He said
once the mystery of cancer
is solved, the details will
only include simple laws of
He said educators in the
field, during the next decade, should work to introduce people to new
discoveries In science because "chemistry is a part

of our everyday life."
Kornberg said areas
such as holistic medicine,
have been nourished by an
ignorance of science.
"THE ORIGINS ot man
are still unknown to 80 percent of college graduates,"
Kornberg said, adding that
evolutionary biology explains our present-day
form, not the Biblical notions of creation.
Not only are chemists
pioneers in the quest to
enrich life, he said, but
they also want to prolong
it.
Kornberg, received a
National Medical of Science award in 1979 and the
Max Berg Award for Prolonging Human Life in
"Chemistry has been
and will remain the foundation of progress in medical science," Kornberg
said.

Celeste

Freeze—

.. .from page one
DURING THIS time Siemer said be
saw a doctor who told him if he
continued drinking he would have less
than one year to live. He added that
this was the major turning point in his
life.
"When you come that close to meeting your Maker, you do whatever you

can to get on His good side," he said.
He said be then decided not to
return to his Job when his medical
leave was over. Instead, he decided to
concentrate on educating people on
the danger of a nuclear war.
A bilateral unif iable weapons freeze
agreement is seen by Siemer as the
first step for a safe world.

"People know of the danger of a
nuclear war, but they do not realize
that it looms so close," Siemer said.
"The threat is very real. I'll never
forget the day that doctor told me that
I had less than one year to live.
"The danger is so close to us now I
can tell all of you here that you have
less than one year to live," he said.

The End Is Coming

.. .from page one

administration, but hit hardest at the
governor's recent 90 percent permanent income tax increase.
HE SAID Celeste ignored various
economic indicators snowing the
economy on the upswing in asking for
an excessive tax boost.

with TROUBLE BOYS
and THE GANG from 104
HAPPY HOUR PRICES
FOOD SPECIALS

Cl Dorado
1095 N. Main

554-3S51

the fact that Celeste foUowed up the
tax increase with a state budget bill
which calls for more than $600 million
in tax relief.

Senate Minority Leader Paid Gillmor, R-Port Clinton, who took part in
the news conference, brushed aside

"It's like taking a dollar from a
taxpayer and giving him back a dime,
and expecting him to be grateful for
the dime," he said.

Only sixteen days until the semester ends!

DEXTER'S <?>

104 ROCK NITE

Colley said interest rates have
dropped in the past two years from
21.5 percent to 10.5 percent and Inflation from 12.9 percent to 3.9 percent
"and to zero percent so far this year."

Lunch
Special Daily

Sunday-Wednesday
10am-1am

1/2 Sub & Chili Thursday-Saturday
or
10am-3am
1/2 Sub & Salad

$1.95
except roast beef,
Italian Sausage
or Steak
Not Good on Dtkveiy

11 AM - 7PM

510 E. Wooster
352-4497/352-9814
Subs-12 Varieties

SUMMER
RENTALS

• 2 Bedrooms

516 E. Merry, Ridge Manor
Frazee, Field Manor
$175.00-225.00 & Electric

• 1 Bedroom
many locations

,

from $J$0/mon|» ,.,... ,..
• Efficiencies $ioo/month
CALL US 352-0717
Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)

NEXT
DAY

TYPESETTING
BROCHURES. BOOKLETS
POSTERS. RESUMES
SPECIAL PROJECTS
NEWSLETTERS
You don't have to wail days lor
your typesetting. Get next day
Graphics Ltd. Our high speed
■ computerized rvpesrt'mo,
system features a wide variety
or type styles and point sizes to
lit your protect needs Our
typesetting system "sets" and
"stores" simultaneously to
"play back" later lor revisions
and alterations

CENTURY
DltiGN CAAPMiCS I'O

I2U6 S D>.» H»v BoaMg &«. OH

352-7529

in concert

SUrl. APRIL 21, 6:30Pm
Lucas County Recreation Center
ON KEY ST. OFF ANTHONY WAYNE TRAIL
(RT. 24)

TOLEDO
TICKETS:$5 ADVANCE $6 DOOR
Available at area Christian Bookstores
& 123 East Court St., Bowling Green
GROUP RATES: CALL 354-1007
OR 382-9794
FATHER'S NIGHT: FATHER accompanied
by paying youth -- $3.00 DOOR
Sponsored by:
For an evening of superb quality music and a message
of freedom from a man who has known both repression
and freedom-Bring a friend or a group and enjoy
SILVERWIND.
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Council passes 'bright student* option Philosophy
with a score of at
least 75, English 112 with at
least a B and having a 3.3
grade point average are
considered "bright/' Beth
Casey, director of the Center for Educational Options, said.

by Mark Dl Vlncenzo
rtaff reporter
A Time Flexible Program - a program designed to give "bright
students who perform
well" greater involvement
In selecting their classes was passed by Academic
Council yesterday.

"We (the University)
have a very liberal attitude
with our bright students,"
Casey said. "They are
given more choices in regards to their curriculum
as long as their choices are
constructive and they
make effective use of the
extra time they'll have,"
she said.

These students are then
Slven the option "to make
ecisions to do other
things," she said, but are
not obligated to the program.

Students passing the College Level Examination
Program (CLEP) general

Depending on the
amount of background
knowledge each student

mav have, these students
will be allowed to bypass
some general education
(introductory) courses.

posed to the Time Flexible
Program said the University should continue to
stress the t—i*ing of
"general education
courses" rather than allowing "advanced" students to avoid them.

sal said the school of technology should be freestanding because this
would attract more students into the school and
gain more support if not
associated with the College
of Education.
According to supporters
Also, a proposal made of the proposal, the Univerfor an autonomous school sity la the only one In the
of technology was tabled at country to have a school of
the meeting.
technology that is affiliated to a college of educaSupporters of the propo- tion.

THE STUDENTS involved in the program will
be assigned an adviser to
work closely with, Casey
said. The adviser will encourage the student to
choose "harder" courses,
she added.
Council members op-

Maynard Fergson highlights Jazz Week
four days of jazz performances on campus.
"I've seen Maynard
eight times and this concert is as good as I've ever
seen," John Veneskey, one
of two student coordinators
that organized the 4th Annual Jazz Week said. "The
MF Band was very im-

by Bret Kun.r
reporter
Maynard Fergson and
the Maynard Fergson
(MF) Band brought the
University's Jazz Week
1983 to a trumpeting climax last Saturday night at
Kobacker Hall, capping

pressed with our facilities
here at BG and appreciated being able to perform in an acoustically
designed building."
Jazz Week performances
began last Wednesday with
the Crininbahagro and
Blair-Veneskey Jazz Combos and the Faculty Jazz

University Village
NOW LEASING
-Close to campus, banks and las! food
endable maintenance
'ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid tor
T "mint pays electric only
• Summer rates available

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9-5
Sat 9-12
PHONE
352-0164

RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN
AMHERST VILLAGE BEHIND WENDY'S

Trio featuring Wendell
Jones, David Melle and
Jeff Halsey, performing a
variety of jazz tunes in
Bryan Recital Hall.
Thursday, two University Lab Bands performed
their style of jazz-fusion in
a concert at Kobacker
Hall. One of the Lab Bands
opened for Fergson Saturday night.

Twelve bands were chosen by David Melle, director ot the University Lab
Bands, by listening to audition tapes and narrowing
the participants to the
most qualified bands. Trophies were given for the
top four performances.
Twenty-two awards in all
were given.
The event was judged by
Tony Leonardl, director of
Jazz Studies at Youngstown State University;
Rick Wolkins, formerly the
lead trumpet with the
North Texas State University One O'Clock Lab
Band; and Melle.
All visiting high school
students were invited to a
jazz clinic given by the
Gene Parker Quartet. The
University Lab Band put

THE WEEK progressed
with Toledo's Gene Parker, a saxophone and vibes
musician, and the Gene
Parker Quartet. The quartet performed in Bryan
Recital Hall Friday.
The University High
School Jazz Festival, a
competition for high school
jazz lab bands, began at 9
a.m. Saturday.

on a show with guest Rick
Wolkins making a special
appearance.
SATURDAY NIGHT
Maynard Fergson opened
with "Bird Land" from the
"Carnival" album and proceeded with two, 45-minute
sets that included a medley
of bits that made him famous such as "Macarthur
Park" and "Chameleon."
"Admirals Horn," "A
Train" and "As Time Goes
By" (with Maynard singing the lyrics) were played
from Fergsons
new ablum,
"STORM?7
Fergson received a
standing ovation during
the encore for his version
of "The Theme From
Rocky."

takes a turn
by Kym Kevcady
reporter

An applied philosophy
conference entitled "The
Applied Turn in Contemporary Philosophy" will be
held this weekend In the
Union's Ohio Suite.
The conference is devoted to an examination of
the "practical turn" which
has been taken In contemporary pinlosophy. Dr. Michael Bradie, professer of
philosophy and a coordinator of the event, said.
The conference will include discussions on the
nature of philosophy,
losophy and the
sions, and the
philosophical issues in politics, medicine and the environment, Bradie said.
"The aim of the conference, is to increase awarenesi of practical
applicability of philosophy
and to re-orient philosophy
so people take advantage
of philosophical abilities,"
he said.
"Most people think philosophy Is abstract and
don't realize it applies to
immediate affairs such as
environmental protection,
hospitals ana human
rights," he added.
According to Bradie, the
keynote event will be an
address on "Problems in

Long Stem ROSES

- MYLES FLOWERS
DAIRY QUEEN BLDC FACINC RR TRACKS

ONLY $2.00 each
On sale April 19-21 in University
Hall. Also on sale April 19 thru
May 3 from 9a.m. - 4p.m. in 405
Student Services. Flowers may be
picked up from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. on
May 6 in 405 Student Services.

Friday afternoon's program will be a discussion
of "Philosophy and the
Professions/' chaired by
Dr. Mary Edmonds, dean
of the Collage of Health
and Community Services.
, Saturday, the conference
will feature a 9 a.m. session on "Philosophy and
World Politics," chaired
by Dr. Kendall Baker, art*
and sciences, and an afternoon discussion of
"Medicine and the Environment," chaired by Dr.
Donald Scherer, professor
of philosophy.
The conference, designed for philosophers
and the public. Is sponsored by the Philosophy
Department with the aid of
a grant from the Matchette
Foundation, Bradie said.
Dr. Thomas Attig, professor of philosophy, is also
a coordinator of the conference.

Dozen $10
Is Coming
April 29,1983

Mixed BOUQUETS Dozen $2.50
IS $2.00 TOO MUCH TO MAKE
YOUR PARENTS HAPPY?
Show them your appreciation by
buying them corsages &
boutonnieres for graduation day.

IN ADDITION to Reseller's presentation,' to be
chaired by University
President Dr. Paul Olacamp, Friday's program
will Include a session from
9 a.m. to noon on "The
Nature of Philosophy.''

CASH & CARRY SPECIALS
Fancy CARNATIONS Dozen $5

Graduating Seniors.

Di>: KicnoUs Rescher of
the University of Pittsburg, at 8 p.m. Friday.

Is now accepting applications for

ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVES

£

Need a summer job?
For a good, profitable
experience...
come see what
Perma-Crqfts Corp.
can do for you!!
• must have own car
• call the co-op
office for an
interview to be
scheduled for April 27
372-2451

to begin Fall Semester 1983
•Marketing»Sales»Advertlsing»IPCO

Sponsored by
ORIENTATION BOARD

majors encouraged to apply

The Brothers of

COMMISSION PAID

SNEAK PREVIEWS!
Here are just a few of the great deals
you'll find at the Adventure Shops. . .

WATER SPORTS

RUNNING GEAR
• Adidas
• Bill Rodgers

SailBoardi • Water Skis

Wet Suite • Veets
• Accessories

^

JR^.

• Moving
Comfort
Bill Rodger a
Gortexl
Running Suit

859oo

Reg. $935

Apply: 106 University Hall

would like to congratulate
their NEW NEOPHYTES
All Regular Price

price

Swimsuits
Drosses
Coordinates

Buy any regular pries
swimsuit...get 2nd for
r
'/j price. Buy any regular
price dress.. .get 2nd for
'/i price. Buy any regular
price coordinate.. .get
2nd for Vi price.

HIKING BOOTS
by.Oanner • Nan Balance
Nike • Rock Vaaqoe

Nike

Friday, Saturday only I

Buy One
Get 2nd One

Reg. $179

Approach

5388
»«° S64.9S

SHOW BGSU ID AND RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY NIKE HIKING KIT
with any purchase over $20.

Eureka 2-Person
Timberline $QQ95
R»g.$UO

cSuncaxLL

ADVENTURE
SHOPS

2140 8. BYRNE RD., TOLEDO
5700 MONROE 8T., SYLVANIA

BttVM
385-4509
882-0051

John D'ettorre
Greg Ruf
Dan Hayes
Mark Williams
Craig Stoll
Len Carroll

T-Shirts 3.00
Pants
10.00
, "dTIK LOBBT

101-105 S. Main St.
Phone 353-9802

mmam

Brian Ferron
Mike McGreevey
Brent Davis
Keven Blake
Tim Cain
Ed Snodgrass

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ROYAL PRESTIGE MUST SUPPLEMENT ITS SUMMER WORK
FORCE. THE COMPANY HAS OPENINGS IN OFFICES
IN THE FOLLOWING CITIES:
IN OHIO
AKRON

Special Purchase I

TENTS

Omr SO Modi* to Choo— From

Delta Tau Delta

Deadline: Friday April 22, 1983

149oo

WIND SURFER

8 am to 5 pm

TOLEDO

MANSFIELD

CLEVELAND

SANDUSKY

DAYTON
COLUMBUS

CINCINNATI

STARTING PAY $200 PER WEEK,
plus Incentives & bonuses!
FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION

CALU

362-0048
i e. 1983
WEDS APRIL 20, 1983
FROM 9AM-1PM
TUES APRN.

ASK FOR MR. MARTIN FOR
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEW.
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Nuclear power setback

Court bans plant construction
WASHINGTON (AP) -In
a major setback to the
nuclear power industry.
the Supreme Court ruled
yesterday that states can
ban construction of new
plants until the federal
government devises a safe
way to dispose of radioactive waste.
The Reagan administration had argued that allowing states to prohibit new
plants could seriously jeopardize the growth of nuclear power as a source of
electricity.
But after the M decision, upholding a 1976 California moratorium on new
atomic power plants, industry spokesmen tried to
play down Us Impact.
"It's not the death knoll
for nuclear power," Linda
Hodge, counsel for the
Atomic Industrial Forum,
said.
Robert Dobkin, a spokesman for the same trade
group, said there is not
likely to be any immediate
impact on the 57 nuclear
plants already under construction nationwide.
IN OTHER decisions
yesterday, the court:
• Declared unconstitutional a federal law that
banned demonstrators
from the public sidewalks

surrounding the court's
own building on Capitol
Hill. The justices said it
violates free speech to ban
pickets from the sidewalks.
• Said government officials who are sued successfully may be forced to pay
"punitive" damages to
prevent future wrongdoing. The court upheld a
$30,000 jury award against
a Missouri prison guard
who was sued by an inmate
who had been raped.
• Ruled that Los Angeles
police may use two types of
chokeholds to subdue people who resist arrest. The
decision overturned a ruling that barred such police
tactics.
IN THE nuclear case,
Laurence Tribe, the Harvard law professor who
represented California,
said the decision means
states can prevent plants
already under construction
from beginning operations.
"The decision's underlying rationale is a total victory for the states," he
said. The states'power under the ruling "plainly is
independent of the question whether the plan has
begun construction or
not," he said.
However, Tribe did not

suggest that states necessarily would try to block
those plants from beginning operations. To do so,
they likely would have to
compensate fully the affected plant owners.
To date, no state has
tried to prevent a plant
under construction from
eventually beginning operations. There are two
plants being built in California which were
exempted by the state
from its seven-year-old
moratorium.
The 80 nuclear plants
already operating nationwide are not affected by
the ruling.
The immediate impact
of yesterday's decision
also is muted because expansion of the industry has
slowed in recent years. No
utility has sought a license
to build a new facility since
1978.
THE INDUSTRY'S future has been clouded by
the high costs to build new
plants and safety fears
raised by the accident
which shut down Pennsylvania's Three Mile Island
plant in 1979.
The Supreme Court, rejecting the position of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, said the Califor-

nia moratorium did not
conflict with a 1964 federal
law on atomic energy.
While the federal government has exclusive
power to regulate safety of
nuclear plants, Congress
has allowed the states to
make economic decisions,
the court said.
"Congress has left sufficient authority in the
states to allow the development of nuclear power to
be slowed or even stopped
for economic reasons,"
Justice Byron White said
in his opinion for the court.
California said its moratorium was prompted by
concerns that future nuclear plants might one day
be shut down because the
federal government had
not come up with a way of
disposing of radioactive
waste. That would mean
interruption of elecridty in
the state with drastic economic consequences, state
nfflriali said.

Besides California, eight
states have enacted laws
or taken administrative
steps to prevent new nuclear plants: Connecticut,
Maine, Massachusetts,
Montana, Oregon, Iowa,
New York and Wisconsin.
Four other states Maryland, Rhode Island,
Vermont and Hawaii -have

placed restrictions on the
development of nuclear
plants.
President Reagan signed
a law in January that
promises a system for burying radioactive waste by
1MB, but environmentalists contend there is no
guarantee under the law
that a safe method will
found to protect the ecology.
IN OTHER matters, the
court:
• Ruled unanimously
that a penniless criminal
defendant may not block
the substitution of his
court-appointed lawyer
with another attorney. The
court said the rights of a
San Francisco man were
not violated when the trial
court refused his demand
to reinstate his first lawyer.
• Said the head of a government agency may Are
an employee for distributing a questionnaire to
other workers that challenges the boss's authority.
• Heard arguments over
the constitutionality of the
Nebraska Legislature paying the same chaplain year
after year to open its sessions with prayer.

.. .from page one sciences, Givens added.
chosen for chartering. Of
Establishing the chapter
those six, the University "speaks for the growth of
was the only public institu- the University," he said,
tion, he added.
adding "It has an aura,
within the academic comFounded in 1776 in Vir- munity, of excellence."
ginia, Phi Beta Kappa encourages scholarship in
GIVENS IS one of 40
students, he said. Its roots University faculty who are
are in liberal studies but it members of Phi Beta
has expanded to arts and Kappa through their un-

dergraduate alma maters
and was elected this year's
chapter president. Other
officers are Dr. Kirk
Smith, psychology professor, vice president; Dr.
James Sullivan, applied
statistics and operations
research professor, secretary-treasurer, and Dr.
William Rock, history professor, historian.

RESUMES
Posters
Newsletters

Flyers

Professionally
typeset

THEBG
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call 2-2601
BG News Office
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Is now accepting applications for

SUMMER EDITORIAL POSITIONS
Applications available:
106 University Hall

Deadline:
Tues., May 3, 5 pm

Public money misuse investigated
RAVENNA, Ohio (AP) Portage County authorities
are investigating allegations that the administrator of the county hospital
misused public money for
a vacation at a seaside
resort last year with a female hospital employee.
Investigators said hospital financial records have
been subpoenaed to determine if Robinson Memorial Hospital administrator
Robert Krutz used a hospi" tal credit .atxii to: pay
§ nearly $3,000 ! for hotel
rooms, meals and other
expenses at Hilton Head,
S.C., last summer.
Other court records indi-

cate Krutz may have
charged $1,377 worth of
meals to the hospital credit
card at restaurants
throughout northeast Ohio.
"I personally feel there
is no wrongdoing here,"
Krutz said. "At this point, I
have no comment.
The investigation of
Krutz, 51, began last
month in Portage County
Common Pleas Court,
where he and his wife,
Ruth Ann, are suing each
other for "divorce. Krutz
said he knew nothing aboSt
the probe.
County Prosecutor John
Plough said the case is

going to a grand jury May
3-

"We are investigating
some matters at the hospital," Plough said, declining to discuss the

investigation in detail.
The 325-bed, countyowned hospital has 1,100
employees. It is managed
by a six-member board of

trustees appointed by
county officials.
Krutz was hired 11 years
ago by the trustees.
Mrs. Krutz declined to
comment on the case.

JOHN NEWLOVE
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS
SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE!
Now leasing for summer
and fall.
Reasonable Rates!
Call us now for your
housing needs.
319 E. Wooster
354-2260 or 352-6553

Lucky Load
Speed Queen super
loads
Wash 12 loads
get one load

(close to campus)

at Stadium Laundry
Located Stadium View Plaza
Open 7 days a week
8am - 10:30pm

BASH
RIPROCKS

I

Complete 5ervice for Importe
and Small Domestic Cars

BASH RIPROCK'S
"HOME OF THE BASHED POTATO"

NEW EXPANDED HOURS
NOW OPEN:
Sunday-Wedseiday 11:00 AM 1:00 AM
Tnanday • Satarday 11:00 AM-SAO AM
.50* OFF ANY BASHED POTATO,
SUB, MEXICAN SPECIALTY OR
MEAT & CHEESE BAGEL.

Some Day Service

• COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED WITH PURCHASE.
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER.
VALID 4/15/83 - 4/17/83
Eat in. Delivery, or Cany out

Thursday
Special
Thursday
Only

Call Us

$5.99!

Includes 12" pizza with
extra thick crust, double
cheese and pepperonl.
Coupon Value 11.17
(Does not Include tax.)
One coupon per pizza.
Expires:
Fast, Free Delivery

Coke/16 oz. cups 49'
Ask about our party
discounts.
Prices do not include ta;
Our drivers carry less
than $20 00
Limited delivery area.

ften Available -Phone First

AFTER HOURS SPECIAL
BUY 1 GET 1 FOR 1/2

352-7031

-yuwi''"*"^

Ir-

PRICE ON ANY BASHED POTATO.
MEXICAN SPECIALTY. SUB.
OR MEAT & CHEESE BAGEL.
* COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED WITH PURCHASE.
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER.
VaBd 4/21 - 4/24
GOOD ONLY AFTER 12:AM
Eat In. Detvery, «* °M2^m/mia

J«W noun euo-S:M Ml
crtJJ IIIWUMt
earn** taccw.OHio

'963 Domino's PiM». Inc

"BASH'RSROST"

128 W. WOOSTER

354-3939

BOWLING GREEN LOCATION
STADIUM PLAZA
1616 E. Wooster
352-1539
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Wife broadens horizons to benefit family

Mother of three dons Army fatigues, new career
CINCINNATI (AP) - Helen Baker
was laid off her Job as a payroll
administrator in February, but is
already set for a new career. This
week, the 34-year-old mother of three
heads for boot camp and indoctrination in the Army reserve.
"It's something I've always wanted
to do," Baker said. She is scheduled to
start basic training in Fort Dix, N.J.,
Friday.
Baker is donning Army fatigues
with the support of her husband and
children, who will have to make do
without her for three months and then

for two-days-e-month weekend duty
after she returns.
"I'm not abandoning them; I'm
broadening my horizons, and my family will benefit," she said. "Many of
us have a little desire that eats at us.
Many of us die without ever doing
what we always wanted to do."
She has wanted to serve in the
military since coming to the United
States from Belize in Central America, where she was born. She met
William Baker, a Peace Corps teacher, while she was in high school.
They married and later moved to

Cincinnati.
"I CAME from a very poor country," she said. "The tallest building
was four stories high. I didn't realize!
grew up poor until I came to the
States (in 1969).
"I was 19 when I came here and was
fascinated with the armed forces. I
didn't understand why people were
avoiding the draft. I dldn t understand conscientious objectors.
"1 saw the armed forces commercials with men in uniform and sophis-

ticated airplanes, and they made me
feel proud. I always thought, 'If I had
grown up here, I would have enlisted,'

BAKER SAID she will have to find a
She has worked out school transporfull-time Job when she returns from tation for her children and made
basic training. But now she's concen- arrangements to keep them welltrating on a fitness program to get in clothed and fed. Canned goods line the
top shape and preparing her family basement shelves, and some meals
Last January, she saw an Army for her departure.
are already cooked and frozen.
Reserve advertisement, called and
Some of her friends question her
was told she wouldn't be eligible to She bristles at suggestions she's
Join when she turned 35.
abandoning her husband and three choice of the Army life, but she has no
second thoughts.
"It was one of those 'Do it now or children, ages 12, six and three.
regret it the rest of your life' things,"
she said.
"Married men with two or three
"What I'm proud of is that I'm
kids have gone off to the service, and going to do it, she said. "I know I'm
With the support of her husband, nobody criticizes them." she said. "I going to complete basic. I'm proud of
me.
now a high school teacher, she joined. am providing for my children."

Polish to protest on May Day CIT scientist tries
GDANSK, Poland
(AP) - Lech Walesa declared yesterday that
the working class has a
right to observe May
Day any way it wants,
despite a government
warning that SolidariS's call for protests on
e holiday may jeopardize the pope's upcoming visit.
"I am a worker. I will
celebrate May Day in a
working man's way, but
I cannot tell you exactly
how," Walesa said.
"The working class
has a right to celebrate
its own holiday the way
it wants," Walesa said.
The leader of the outlawed Solidarity labor
union also said he hoped
to meet with Polish bom
Pope John Paul n during his scheduled June

American

16-2! visit.
Mav 1. the international labor observance,
is a major holiday in the
Soviet block, where it
traditionally is marked
with large, officially orchestrated and controlled marches of
workers.
Underground leaders
of the outlawed Solidarity labor union have
called for nationwide
protests on May Day.
TUESDAY, the Communist Party Politburo
and the government issued a joint statement
warning against protests and saying the underground sought to
"cast a shadow over
preparations for, and
put into question, the
conditions necessary for

Heart

a papal visit.'

Walesa also urged the
government to negotiate
with union leaders. "I
still hope for a dialogue
and for solving our problems around a (negotiating) table," Walesa
said.
"If not, I will seek
more effective means,"
Walesa said, declining
to specify what tactics
he might propose.
Last May Day, the
Solidarity underground
staged peaceful mass
rallies in more than a
dozen Polish cities in the
first major public protest of the December
1961 declaration of martial law. Authorities suspended Solidarity in the
military crackdown,
and interned most of its
top leadership, includ-

PRESENTS

TOM SELLECK
(MAGNUM P.I.)
LOOK ALIKE CONTEST

The contest will take place and be filmed by
PM Magazine at

If you know someone you think looks Uke TOM SELLECK, or If
you think YOU look ike him, come on over to Jitela's and
register. Entry forms are available at JITELA'S, 5205 MONROE
ST., 882-8437. Al contestants must be registered no later
than 8pm the day of the contest. A panel of judges wi choose
the winner. The winner win receive theatre tickets and dinner
for two.
Contest Urn is to be shown on the PM MAGAZINE show on
Thursday, April 28 at 7pm on Channel 11.
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treatment with the drugs,
particularly in an institutional setting where patients are given
penothizines in large doses
over a period of a decade
or more.

THE BASIC chemical
structure of penothizines
hasn't changed in 20 years,
since that group of drugs
was discovered, Crider
said. He is attempting to
create a new chemical
structure that will have the
same results in treating
psychosis but without the
side effect.
Dr. Joel Zrull of the Psychiatry Department at the
Medical College of Toledo
said that nationally, massive malpractice suits
against doctors have resulted from the side effect
after the drugs were prescribed over an extended
period.
"If they (researchers)
are able to develop a drug
that would make this side
effect less of a problem, it
would be a big breakthrough," Zrull said.
"Sometimes the uncontrollable movements don't go
away, especially in patients who have been given
the drug for extended peri^»»«t ods. It's a serious problem."

At the National Institutes of Mental Health. Dr.
Nina Schooler said In a
telephone Interview that
Crider is "on the cutting
edge of this kind of research. The penothizines
have the right effect, but
what is being sought is a
drug that works in a similar way but without these
side effects. It's a serious
concern."
ZRULL SAYS the excessive release of the chemical dopamine in the brain
is believed to trigger the
symptoms of psychosis
and schizophrenia. Penothizines work to block the
transfer of dopamine in the
nerves, but Crider says he
believes the same result
can be obtained from another drug without the side
effect.
While antipsychotic
drugs are based on minor
alterations of the basic penothizine chemical structure, Crider is trying to
create one that is fundamentally different.
"By using an alternative
to the way dopamine is
blocked in the nerves, we
can achieve the same results without the side effects," Crider said. "That
is the major one we're after."

TIP YOUR PIZZA DRIVER
IPRING TUNE UP SPECIAL?

$15.00

FRIENDLY ONE DAY
REPAIR SERVICE
NEW AND
Purcef'f
USED BIKES ■*,-°K*
131 W. Woofr

352-6264 _0^r* J

NIA KUUMBA
DANCE
ENSEMBLE

Movin'out?

DANCE TO LIVE BANDS
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The best-known Solidarity figure arrested in
the crackdown, former
national spokesman
Janusz Onyszkiewicz,
was charged Tuesday
with underground activities linked to the
planned May 1 demonstrations.

TOLEDO (AP) A scientist at the University of
Toledo is trying to develop
a new generation of drugs
for the treatment of psychosis and schizophrenia
to avoid a damaging side
effect.
Dr. Michael Crider, an
assistant professor of
pharmaceutical chemistry, was recently awarded
an $11,563 grant by the
National Institutes of Mental Health for bis research
into ways to create a new
to replace the stananti-psychotic drugs
d penothizines.
Penothizines are designed to counteract some
ofthe symptoms of psychosis or serious mental disorders such as
schizophrenia. Schizophrenia, the most common of
severe mental disorders,
affects about 3 percent of
the U.S. population.
Crider, 34, said one of the
most common side effects
experienced by patients
treated with penothizines
is called "tanfive dyskinesla," or uncontrollable
movements of the limbs,
jaw, tongue and facial
muscles.
The problem may surface a year or two after

Must have validation card

StOS .Hoaroc St.
M)t-M37
2 blocks west of FRANKUN PARK MALL

iPubUnK^rsity8^;

IN ADDITION to
warning Poles not to
take part in Solidarity's
May Day demonstrations. Communist authorities have started
rounding up underground activists.
Thirty-five people
were detained in the city

to improve drug

Positions Open:
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Applications available from all
Board Members, also in the Amani
ELECTIONS: Friday, April 22 9a.m. - 4 p.m.

THURSDAY—APRIL 21-9pm

Eat 1962

of Czestocbowa Sunday
after a raid on clandestine print shops, the
newspaper Zycie
Warszawy (Warsaw
Life) said yesterday.
The report came four
days after authorities
announced the detention
of at least 26 members
of Solidarity and affiliated organizations, including the coordinator
of the union's underground radio network,
Jerzy Jastrzebowski.

Association

The

Friday and Saturday

ing Walesa who was
held nearly a year.
Walesa reportedly
held a clandestine meeting with Solidarity's fugitive leaders April 9-11,
but has declined to endorse publicly the underground's call for
protest marches this
May 1. In the past week
police have interrogated
him three times about
those underground contacts, and questioned
his wife and driver.
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RENT A
RYDER TRUCK

If you're 18 or over you can rent a Ryder truck to use locally or on a one-way
(rent-lt-here, leave- It-there) trip to another city.
Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end of the semester.
With a truck you can uke along you stereo. 10-speed. clothes, all your stuff,
and still have plenty of room for one or two other oeoole and then thlnas.
so you can share the costs. Compare that to a plane ticket. Or even a bus.
Rent from the best-maintained, most dependable fleet In ih» world- Ryder.
, The beet truck money can rent.
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The Brothers of Delta Tau Delta
Would Like To Congratulate

KAREN OVENDORF
For being selected the 1983-84
House Sweetheart

Local Rental Locations:
103 N. Prospect at Wooster
PHONE: 354 1810
1380 <th Street
Perrysburg
PHONE:874-0557
•BRIMQIMTHIS
ADVERTISEMENT AMD RECEIVE
A 10% DISCOUNT Oh VOUR
TRUCK RENTAL
omiEamo
May 31, 1983

And A Special Thanks To

DEBBIE KALINSKY
1982-83 House Sweetheart
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24 dead; 25 missing in rubble

U.S. Embassy spokesman John Reid told reporters that the embassy's
latest casualty toll listed 24
people as confirmed dead
and 25 others as missing
and presumed dead.

This figure included nine
Americans confirmed
dead and eight missing, as
well as IS Lebanese embassy employees dead and
17 missing, Reid said.
Other embassy officials
said there were five to 10
Lebanese applying for
visas when the bomb exploded.
Police said the body of
Lebanese police officer
Hassan Yahya, an embassy employee, was recovered yesterday.
RED CROSS workers
also pulled the body of
Lance Cpl. Robert McMaugh, 21, of Manassas,
Va., from the heaps of concrete and masonry at the
foot of the devastated
building, and put it into a

plastic bag draped with the
Stars and Stripes.

U.S. Ambassador Robert
Dillon said.

next to the Red Cross in
front of the building.

Fellow Marines carried
the body away on a
stretcher.

Consular officer Dundas
McCoullough, 25, who suffered cuts and burns in the
bombing, said five to 10
Lebanese visa applicants
were in the embassy at the
time of the blast, but were
not listed in any log. McCoullough escaped from
the visa room.

Among them was Fatima Ahmed, about 30, wife
of Hussein Haidar, a Shiite
Moslem who worked in the
embassy's mail room on
the third floor. The
woman, dressed in black,
said she had been fasting
since Monday, only drinking water, in memory of
her missing husband.
"Waiting here, that's the
only thing we can do," she
said, her eyes
bloodshot
with grief. 'rAt least Lfeel
close to him here." 9
Lebanese Foreign Minister Elie Salem said President Amin Gemayel's
government was undertaking "the deepest investigation possible" into the
bombing.

Mcmaugh who had been
in Lebanon for six months,
manned the embassy's
"Post No. 1," a bulletproof
glass booth near the embassy entrance where visitors registered their
names in a log book.
Searchers are looking
for the book, which could
help establish a firm count
of victims in the apparent
suicide bombing of the embassy on the seaside in
west Beirut.
"But it might be some
days before we realize the
full extent of our loss,"

MARINE GUARDS recovered two American
flags streaked with dust - a
gold-fringed flag that had
been in the lobby and another on a white wooden
pole that had hung in an
office.
At least three families of
missing Lebanese employees, 15 people in all. waited

State begins waste clean up
SWARTZ CREEK, Mich.
(AP) - Homeowners
trooped into a small township hall yesterday to get
money for meals and lodgings as they began evacuating their homes so the
state can clean up one of
the nation's worst toxic
dumps.
Clutching notices issued
door-to-door Tuesday evening by state police, the
Games Township residents
collected initial payments
and returned home to pack
their bags and be gone by
tomorrow midnight.

"It will make us feel
better that at last they're
doing something," Pat
Wooster said. She and her
husband Eugene and two
children will move to a
nearby motel.
"We were told we could
get out in 24 hours," she
said. "We could be out in
one hour."
State officials said 54
families and one business
will be evacuated from an
area about half a mile
around the defunct Berlin
& Farro Liquid Incineration Inc. site.

It will cost the state up to
$150,000.

Flint state police post said.
Berlin was released on a
personal recognizance

A STATE police lieutenant brought gasps from a
packed meeting room
when be announced that
the father of the waste
dump's former operator
was arrested for allegedly
pulling a gun on a trooper
Tuesday night as he was
served with an evacuation
notice.
Clifton Berlin, 74, was
charged with felonious assault and arraigned in District Court in Burton, the

A relative said the elderly man did not believe
there were toxic chemicals
buried at the site and was
against the evacuation.
His son, Charles Berlin,
was a co-operator of the
site.
The company began burning waste in 1972, but its
40 acres of property now lie
muddy and rutted as the
state launches the courtordered cleanup.

The site - No. 16 on the
federal "superfund" priority list for cleanup -is laced
with C56, a toxic pesticide
component. A lagoon on
the property is suspected
of holding barrels of cyanide and hydrochloric
acid, which could form a
deadly gas if mixed.
The People preparing to
evacuate generally said
they were not looking forward to spending up to a
month away from home,
but they said they were
glad the final cleanup was
starting.

Director not to attend benefit
JOHANNESBURG,
South Africa (AP) - Richard Attenborough, whose
film "Gandhi" won him
the best director Oscar last
week, has been asked not
to attend a multi-racial
benefit premiere of the
film in South Africa.
"He is unwelcome - because he is trying to defy
the rest of the world," Dr.
Essop Jassat, an apartheid
foe and vice chairman of
the Gandhi Centenary
Council, said.
Last week Attenborough
touched off an international furor by announcing
he would attend the official

whites-only premiere of
the film in South Africa. He
later changed his mind.
Jassat said Attenborough would help Indian,
mixed race and black
South Africans most by not
coming at all.
Attenborough has said
he wanted to come to South
Africa "to promote the
film and the principles embodied within it, in the
hope of fostering some inclination toward non-violent social change."
BUT JASSEAT said the
Indian government was
among those pressuring
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Celeste supports Glenn in race

Search continues for bodies

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)
- Searchers dug a Marine's
body from the rubble of the
U.S. Embassy yesterday
and wrapped it in an American flag, while grieving
Lebanese kept vigil near
the shattered building
where at least 49 people
were believed killed by a
terrorist bomb.
There still was no precise count of the dead. The
explosion Monday caused
extensive destruction and
workers were finding body
parts and corpses so man' 1 that identification was

"

Attenborough to boycott
South Africa, where Indians, along with blacks and
coloreds, still have no national political franchise.
"If he doesn't listen to
(India), I think it's tragic.
It's really hurtful to us
when we call on him not to
come. He is an unwelcome
guest as far as we are

1 Bedroom furnished
From $200.00/month
Efficiencies
2 & 3 bedroom
Furnished A Unfurnished

* Apartment Complexes

Frazee, E. Merry, Ridge Manor
8th Street - only $50.00 deposit
Willow House - air conditioned

Call 352-0717
Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)

SAN DIEGO (AP) - Harry Peppard's feet are so large that he used to play Big
Foot.
Their size also has caught the Marine Corps flatfooted.
Peppard, 20, a Marine recruit from Auburn, Wash., has feet 13 inches long from
heel to toe and 5 inches wide. That requires a size 18 boot and the Marines are paying
$200 a pair to an orthopedic shoe manufacturer in Boston to keep him shod.
"When we used to go camping as boys," the 6-foot-3 recruit said, "my friends
would encourage me to go barefoot and leave prints that would cause people to think
Big Foot had been prowling in the area."
The Washington NationalGuard once managed to find size 18 boots for him but he
had to attend graduation in a suit because the guard couldn't provide him dress
shoes to go with his uniform.
Doctors have told Peppard that his feet are still growing, and he said he may
remain in the Marine Corps for 20 years because that would mean "20 years of free
boots."

Actor threatens to end 60-year career
SAN ANTONIO, Texas (AP) - A tearful Mickey Rooney vowed to end his 60-year
movie career because the U.S. Supreme Court dismissed his suit seeking to give
actors a share of residuals paid for their movies shown on television.
Rooney, in San Antonio Tuesday to film a CBS-TV sequel to the movie "Bill," also
pledged to throw away the honorary Academy Award he received last week because
the high court dismissed the 2-year-old case without hearing any of his arguments.
His lawsuit dealt with movies, like Rooney's old Andy Hardy films, that were
made before the Screen Actors Guild negotiated a contract in I960 that grants actors
I a percentage of TV revenue from movies made after that year.
Rooney said he will finish the film "BUI: On His Own," but he insisted that it will
be his last.
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* Apartments in Houses

Marines find shoes for 'big foot'

Efficiencies Furnished
and Unfurnished
From $150.00 /month
Call us at 352-0717

REGISTRATION FOR FALL
RUSH
Will be held Tues. April 26
at 7:00 pm in the The Strawberry
Patch, Harshman
Rush Registration fee is $8.00

to formally announce his
entry into Die race.
Students received some
last-minute Instructions
yesterday as technicians
installed a tower of television lights, telephone cables and other gear in the
gymnasium where a capacity crowd of 1,800 is
expected.
Principal Don McKeodry said about 140 of the
school's 630 students would
participate in the event as
members of the band, ushers or traffic directors.
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From $175.00/ month & electric

ATTENTION:
BGSU WOMEN

724 E. Wooster St.
114 Ridge St.

and his friendship with
Mondale, Celeste said he is
"absolutely" in Glenn's
corner.
"I think in this business
you understand sometimes
there are friends that you
don't support. John Glenn
is my candidate. And I
don't nave any crossed fingers or questions about
that," be said.
Celeste wfil introduce
Glenn tomorrow when the
senator returns to his
hometown and the high
school named in his honor

A GLANCE.

^^ Greenbriar North
1 Bedroom Furnished
and Unfurnished

The council is holding a
multi-racial benefit showing Friday for the restoration of Tolstoy Farm south
of Johannesburg where
Mohandas Gandhi spent
four of his 21 years in South
Africa, leading a camSi to end white discrimon against Indians.

* Whole Houses
Close to campus

AT

FALL 1983

concerned," Jassat said. - ,

We have what
you're
looking for!!

NEW CONCORD, Ohio
(AP) - As aides scurried to
make final plans yesterday
for U.S. Sen. John Glenn's
entry into the presidential
race at a hometown ceremony, Gov. Richard Celeste voiced strong support
for the Democrat's bid.
Celeste was director of
the Peace Corps when former Vice President Walter
Mondale, now Glenn's
chief rival for the Democratic nomination, was in
office.
But despite those ties
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SPRING TRAINING AT THE
REC
REC your Sibs
Friday, April 22
7:00-10:00 p.m.
Entry fee for siblings is .50* daily
or $1.00 for entire weekend pass
Team and individual events
games, relays, and trivia contest
The sibs will compete against j$
the home team - The Rec Center
Refreshments Available
Show your sibs how much
fun BG is at the Rec Center!
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Senate delays consideration of withholding plan
WASHINGTON (AP)-A
Senate Republican plan
that repeals withholding of
taxes on interest and dividends bogged down yesterday and the White House
tried to paint a happy face
on what would be a major
defeat for President Reagan.
Senate leaders delayed
consideration of the new
plan after some Democrats demanded a chance
to vote for outright repeal.
They may get that chance
tomorrow.
Despite the delay, there

rf

mits Congress to consider
the issue again - which, of
course, It could do in any
case.

was no indication Republicans, who control the Senate, were backing away
from what some of them
called a "compromise."
At the White House,
spokesman Larry Speakes
insisted the new proposal
"is postponement, not repeal." The measure would,
In fact, scuttle the requirement that 10 percent of
interest and dividend income be withheld, starting
in July.
And nothing in it would
impose withholding at a
later date; it simply per-

tf*
v*
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"IT IS tantamount to repeal." Senate Democratic
Leader Robert Byrd said.
"We're getting what we
wanted," he said of Democratic colleagues, most of
whom support repeal.
How do Democrats feel
about being on the side of
the banks? he was asked.
"It is a victory for the
people and bankers are
people, too," Byrd said.

Union Oval
10:30-3:30 pm

April 21, 1983
Speakers: 7:30pm Ohio Suite, Univ. Union
David Yonkman - Nature Conservancy
Kay Callahan - Ohio Public Interest Campaign

FOR MORE
INFO.

SENATE PASSAGE of
the compromise would
send it to an uncertain fate
in the House. If the admin-

istration followed Senate
Republicans in accepting
the measure and the worsening of the federal deficit
that it envisions, it is
doubtful the Democraticrun House would block it.
Sen. Robert Dole, ItKan., who had fought hardest to preserve withholding, said, "I wouldn't
break out the champagne
yet if I were a banker.'*
The measure bars any
withholding on interest and
dividends until July 1,1967,
at the earliest. But it could
begin then only if endorsed

anew by a majority of the
House and Senate. That
would reopen the bitter
debate that has divided the
Senate this year, and probably would subject lawmakers to another
avalanche of mail from
angry voters led to believe
withholding was an attack
on their savings.
In the meantime, the
government would be expected to cut cheating on
taxes on interest and dividends through increased
penalties, matching of tax
returns with forms listing

J
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Swing into Summer
Summer 1983
LIST OF CHANGES

CINCINNATI (AP) Ohio boasts of its standing
as the "Mother of Presidents," but a historian sugSests the pride might be a
ttle misplaced.
Professor Robert Murray said historians don't
seem to be very impressed
with the efforts of Ohioans
who have held the Oval
Office.
In fact, a survey of 970
historians ranked two
Ohioans, Warren Harding
and Ulysses Grant, as the
worst presidents ever.
"Ohio doesn't have a
president in the above-average, near-great or great

^A

S

category." Murray, who
tabulated the survey, said.
Murray, a history professor at Pennsylvania
State University and an
Ohio native, sent questionnaires to 1,997 people with
doctorates in U.S. history
and who work at U.S. colleges and universities.
In general, the 970 who
responded said American's strong leaders far
outnumber the weak ones,
Murray said. Only five
were rated failures, Including Harding, Grant, Richard Nixon, Andrew
Johnson and James Buchanan.

MNMf.QMtt
MOCCASINS

MURRAY SAD) the reason for poor showings by
Ohioans in the survey is
that most of them were
Republicans during the
post-Civil War era.
"They (Republican presidents) were minions of the
business machine and
were designed to let tile
industrial revolution go
through without much government interference,"
Murray said. "This was a
period of rather lackluster
politics.
"We didn't have a topnotch president between
Lincoln (1865) and Teddy
Roosevelt (1901)," he said.
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II. CHANGES
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Virginians also call their
state the "Mother of Presidents," and the historians
rated their native sons
much higher on the whole
than Ohioans - including
such "great" or "neargreat" presidents as
George Washington.
Thomas Jefferson and
Woodrow Wilson.

EXCEPT FOR Harrison.
Harding and Taft, all
served during the period
between Lincoln and
Roosevelt.
Murray said Harding
was rated as the United

WSA
ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL

"REASONABLE RATES..."
Marketing

States' worst president because historians considered him a do-nothing
leader who ushered in a
rest period between World
War I and the Great Depression. Several of his
cabinet members and political followers were implicated of corruption in
the Teapot Dome scandal.
"He's sometimes looked
on as a throwback," Murray said. "Many people
say, 'Wouldn't he belong in
the 19th century.' "

caU .

2nd Term

Soc Svc-Fam Children 400
3-5 MWR
Newcomb

BUT THE Internal Revenue Service and the Treasury Department have
insisted all year that most
of those requirements
would do little to stop the
estimated 20 millon people
who cheat on taxes, dividends and interest.
Dole estimated the compromise would bring the
Sovernment about $8.2 bilon through 1968 - or $5.2
billion less than withholding.

The historians rated 36
presidents. Ohioan James
Garfield and William
Henry Harrison were excluded because of their
short terms. Harrison, a
Vermont native living in
North Bend, Ohio, when
elected, died in office. Garfield, born in Ohio, was
assassinated shortly after
taking office.
Of the Ohioans ranked in
the survey, William McKinley finished 18th, Cincinnatian William Howard
Taft placed 19th, Rutherford Hayes 22nd, Benjamin
Harrison 26th, Grant 35th
and Harding 36th.

I. ADDITIONS
Social Work

such income, and some
technical changes.

Ohio presidents not impressive

sponsored by:
Environmental
Interest Group

CALL 372-0181

fe'll just have to take a
long, close look at it (the
new package) when and if
it is approved," Speakes
said. Later, however, he
said the White House does

oppose one major part of
the plan, which would
boost the Internal Revenue
Service payroll to help
catch cheaters.
Treasury Secretary Donald Regan said the administration Is "standing
firm" to preserve withholding. "I'm not willing to
change at all" on the July 1
date for starting withholding, he added.

Historians questioned

^

a celebration to
save the earth

•speakers
•exhibits
•plant sale
•displays
•presentations
•raffle
•and more!

The administration still
withheld its endorsement
for the package, the key
elements of which were
recommended last month
by the American Bankers
Association. Reagan, who
had accused the bankers of
misleading the public in
their campaign for repeal,
had vowed to veto any such

J

SUMMER
STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
Applications are now being taken
for Summer Employment with
BGSU Food Operations. If
interested in conference
employment, apply in person
at McDonald Dining Hall office
between 1:30 and 3:30pm
daily. If interested in University
Union Summer Employment, apphj
in person at Union Food Service
Office, 2nd Floor, between the
hours of 1:00 and 3:00pm Monday!
through Friday.

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
• "«*»•**•«"« SERVICES

DINNER
St. Thomas More
Donation $5.00 person
[Tickets available only in advance at Int'l office I
16 Williams Hall
j
na+m»m*m*m*mmm*M+m''m*mnm+m<tm\mrim

HAVE ANY
UNIQUE
TALENTS?

• Professional Quality on the Most Sophisticated Typesetting
Equipment in Bowling Green.

OR ARt YOU IHimSTED
IN MCHIN6?

Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 Ualversity Hall

UAO Mini Course directors
are wanted for next year.
Any talents for teaching
photography, aerobics,
calligraphy or any other
interesting topic are welcome!
It's a fun way to get
involved and warn money at
the same time!
fell 2-2343 for MM mfo.

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
REASONABLE RATES
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
ONE & TWO BEDROOM APTS. FURN/UNFURN

WE PAY HEAT

SWIMMING POOL - LAUNDRAMATS
TRASH PICK UP AND CABLE
FULL TIME MAINTENANCE SERVICE,
ON SITE MANAGEMENT

INDIAN RIVER APTS.
i

LOW SECURITY DEPOSIT
:¥:=

RATES START AT $98.75 PER PERSON
PER MONTH ON A 4 PERSON LEASE
COME OUT TO 400 NAPOLEON RD.
SEE WHAT WE HAVE. UNITS AVAILABLE
ON PALMER, ENTERPRISE. SUMMIT AND
NAPOLEON RD.

OFFICE HOURS 9-6 MON-FRI
104 SAT AND 1-5 SUN

4th & Elm St.
• Exquisitely designed
• 2 bdrm. loft apt.
• Varied ceilings
• 2-car garage
• Lots of space
• Ultra-large balconies
• Laundry facilities
$560.00 & elec. per month
Call 352-4380,10-3, Sunday-Thursday
or 352-7361,3-7, Monday-Friday.
———-■
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Rape often Judge deters arrest of 10 FBI agents;
not reported
on campus
CLEVELAND (AP) A federal Judge yesterday continued an order
restraining Mahoning
County Sheriff James
Traflcant from arresting 10 FBI agents who
the sheriff says failed to
perform their duty.
U.S. District Judge
Alvin
Krenzler listened
to 41* hours of testimony
before deciding that he
would hold a probable
cause bearing on the
sheriff's allegations
next month in Youngstown.
Traficant alleged that
FBI agents failed to adequately protect Youngstown resident Paul

by Stephen Wynalda
reporter

Campus Safety and Securitjvsald.
r
'we really don't know
why," he said, adding that
he believes the victims are
too embarrassed to press
charges or know their attackers. He said the victims will seek help from
counseling institutions.
Cpl. Bruce Hof, Campus
Safety, started a rape presentation in I960. Hof said
the University downplays
all sexual assaults and this
"The Link is a 24-hour
may be the major reason
many rapes go unreported seven-day-a-week crisis intervention and counseling
here.
referral service," he said,
Hof said he has observed adding that The Link is
numerous instances when planning to increase public
hall directors have men- awareness about rape
tioned a rape occurred in through a short presentatheir halls, but would not tion.
cooperate with Campus
Safety.
THE PRESENTATION
consists of a 15 minute
"WE DONT need to slide presentation followed
know the name of the vic- by a tew brief speakers, he
tim," Hof said. "Even if said. The speakers are
the victim does not want to trained, veteran Link volpress charges Campus unteers who have dealt
Safety can stop the rapist with many of the 75 probfrom striking again if they lems the Link deals with,
know where the incident including rape, Hepburn
happened and who did it.
said.
Campus Safety has disFor reasons of privacy
tributed questionnaires to there will be no speakers
Student Health Services, who are rape victims
Counseling Services, Psy- themselves, he added.
chological Services, The
Link and Wood County
The film, produced by
Hospital asking where and Betsy Bissland, junior pubwhen rapes have taken lic relations major, fea[ilace ana what the rapists tures Link volunteers who
ooked like, Gerkens said. address both the myths
The questionnaire does not and facts of rape, Hepburn
ask (or the name of the said. It also fists the vavictim, he added.
rious local support servOne institution, The ices and suggests
Link, seeks to inform the preventive measures.
public about how to prevent rape, what to do after Hepburn said volunteers
it happens and where to go, listen and help objectively.
Bob Hepburn, executive "We don't give advice." he
added.
director, said.

A 19-year-old girl has
just been married to the
man she loves. It was a
perfect day tor a wedding.
Hundreds of relatives pulling at their collars, plenty
of food and drink and a
beautiful blushing bride.
It was perfect until the
groom, slightly intoxicated, disappeared with a
few of his Mends. The
bride, still in her gown and
trains, set out to look for
him. She was so engrossed
in her search that she
never noticed a member of
the wedding party bad followed her outside.
She hardly knew him but
be was a good friend of the
groom, a man she probably would have trusted. It
was just around sunset
when Otis friend of the
groom pressed a knife to
the brides neck and raped
her.
She had nowhere to go
and did not know how to
react She couldn't report
it because he was a friend.
She couldn't tell her husband. He'd think she had
seduced him. She was hurt,
afraid and alone.
THIS STORY was taken
from a book based on testimony given by a young girl
several years ago. It typifies the difficulty rape victims have in discussing
what may be the most humiliating time of their
lives.
Contrary to popular sentiment, very few rape victims report an incident to
the authorities, Dean Gerkens, associate director of

*
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Piater, who was attacked by three men
last June 4 at a greenbouse.
Joseph Griffin, agent
in charge of the FBI in
northern Ohio, said Traficant's allegations
were in retaliation for
Traficant's indictment
last August on charges
of bribery and income
tax evasion. Traficant is
scheduled to go on trial
on those charges Monday.
"I was aware that
ever since we arrested
(Traficant) for bribery
that he has made
threats about arresting
FBI agents," Griffin

said.
FBI agents testifying
yesterday said they did
not know that Plater
was the target of the
three men, whom they
were following via a
wiretap.
Agent Richard
Schwein said if FBI
agents had not burst in
when they did, "Mr.
Piater would be a dead
man."
Schwein testified that
agents staked out Victor
Calauttl's house in
Youngstown because
they believed the three
men - John Holowatuk,
Bobby Poghen and Sam
Scaffldi - would try to

kill Calautti.
Traficant said
through its wiretaps, the
FBI should have known
that Piater was a target
of the three men.
"For all we knew,
they were going to pick
up another subject. We
had no knowledge that
there was going to be
anything at the greenhouse prior to the time it
pened," Schwein

Holowatuk, Poghen
and Scaffidi were convicted and sentenced
earlier this year on federal weapons violations
stemming from the
greenhouse incident. All

three are serving prison
sentences.
Griffin said he practically shut down the
Youngstown office of
the FBI after be heard
Traficant asked for arrest warrants for the 10
agents.
"I was concerned that
he might force a confrontation that could
lead to a very serious
matter," Griffin said.
"His actions have been
so erratic during this
whole matter that I
would believe anything
was possible."
Justice Department

lawyer Abraham Poretz
said Traficant's allegations, made last Friday,
were timed to Traficant's own trial.

Traficant filed an affidavit* of prejudice yesterday seeking to have
U.S. District Judge Ann
Aldrich removed from
his bribery trial. He said
in the motion, "The
judge apparently already found me guilty."
A clerk for Judge Aldrich said the judge
would rule on the motion
tomorrow. Traficant
cannot appeal the decision until his trial is
over, the clerk said.
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Myles* Pizza Pub
352-1504

Delivery ONLY

FREE Sixpack of SPRITE with any
16" (1) item pizza

Expires: 4/26/83

Good Mends will be there
come hell or high water.

-

Carlos 8c Charlies
Restaurant 4V Lounae
3557 Airport Hwy.
381-9341

MEXICAN—AMERICAN FOOD & DRINK
Authentic cuisine in a rustic atmosphere

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

ROCKABILITY
50s & 60s Revue
Dance to their music in the Loft Lounge
Thursday Night is Ladies' Night
Double your fun
Daily Happy Hours from 3:30-6:00

Income Tax Planning

BGSU

FACULTY

&

STAFF

Thursday, April 28, 1983
7:30 PM, Ohio Suite, Union
• Now is a good time to start your 1983 tax planning.
• As a University employee your most convenient
tax deduction Is not an I.R.A., It's a payroll
deduction investment.
• If you're presently Investing in an annuity, are you
satisfied with It? Do you understand how It works?
• All tax-sheltered annuity investments are not the same.
There are costly differences.
• A non-Insurance Investment may give you much easier
access to your ssvlnge at retirement.
Your tax-sheltered investment program can improve
your retirement income and reduce your current tax
bill. Plan to attend our free seminar for a straightforward discussion of your investment alternatives.

(Call 352-2548 for reservations.)
Seminar presented by Tyne Hyslop and
Gary Roser, Investment Managers
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Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
C l983BMrB>MMinU,SA by UW Brewing Co MlwaukM. Wl
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Charges for beer, wine high, prices set by law
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- If you sell beer or wine,
don't worry about what
you can charge. The state
of Ohio decides for you.
A law dating to we repeal of Prohibition assures
a minimum price for beer
and wine. The state has a
monopoly on spirits sales.
Consumers pay more as
a result, according to people who want to end state
control. Opponents say the
livelihood of countless
small businesses depends
on guaranteed prices.
'It's really unfair,"
State Rep. John D. Thompson Jr., a Cleveland Demo-

crat who worked on repeal,
"Beer and wine are the
only products I know of in
Ohio where the manufacturer is guaranteed a
profit, the distributor is
guaranteed a profit and the
storeowner Is guaranteed a
profit But I can't take mat
'unfair competition' from
the mom-and-pop stores
because their survival depends on it"
Thompson says repeal
would depend on a compromise between small operators and supermarket
chains. That motivation
also guides similar price

Tvto bedroom, unfurnished-S300/mo. 1 year lease
$355/mo. 9 mo. lease
(Divided between all of You!)
Summer Rate: $350 entire summer!

Like, go-f.r Hill
Coll 352-4380 after 10 a.m. 352-7361 after 3 p.m.
Sunday through Friday

It's totally awtiome for-surrlll
Mid Am Manor Third and Fourth Sis.
are oas apartments with gas heat
water and cooking are FREEH
EACH equipped with garbage disposal.
air conditioning, cable hook-up and
lots of storage! 11

American
Heart
* Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

[^GRADUATION
SALE

regulation
In Michigan.
,J
ONCE WE let the supermarkets get beer and
wine at a reduced price,
they can use it for a loss
leader," he said.
"If you stop and think
about ft, they're going to be
making that profit elsewhere;' Harold Rickert,
director of the Ohio licensed Beverage Association, says. Opponents of
repeal say supermarket
chains wtu charge what
they please after eliminating competition.
"Without some basic
control, there is no telling
what they would charge
the second year, third year
or fourth year," Bernard
S. Goldfarb, general counsel for the Cleveland
Wholesale Wine Dealers
Association, says. He referred to the court challenge of the law by a

Cleveland-based supermarket chain.
Fisher Foods Inc. contended in a suit that markups violated antitrust law.
US. District Judge George
W. White ruled on Dec. »,
1961 against Fisher.
"the Supreme Court of
Ohio... noted that fundamental purpose of the Liquor Control Act is to
absolutely control the liquor industry in the state
of Ohio as a matter of
social and public policy
and that its purpose is not
merely to provide fair
competition between liquor distributors or retai1 e r s. . . 0 h i 0 has
affirmatively expressed a
policy to impose restraints
on the pricing of beer and
wine," he wrote. "It was
not the purpose of the Sherman (antitrust) Act to prohibit a state from imposing

WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan, yielding to rebellious Senate
leans, offered a 1984
jet compromise yesay that provides more
money for domestic programs and slightly less for
defense than he originally
wanted.
The proposal keeps intact Reagan's three-year
program of tax cuts.
Reagan dispatched three
top aides to the Senate to
explain the proposal to key
Republicans, and Senate
GOP Leader Howard
Baker said he hoped
agreement on a tax and
spending plan was within
reach.
Several participants in
the meeting, speaking on
the condition they not be

identified, said the biggest
stumbling block to an
agreement was opposition
by conservatives to any
tax increases over the next
three years.
"The hang-up is taxes,"
one senator said, adding
that the moderate Republicans at the session were
prepared to "swallow
hard" and agree to Reagan's new proposals for
spending.
Presidential aides at the
session included Chief of
Staff James Baker, Counsellor Edwin Meese and
Budget Director David
Stockman. Their visit to
the Capitol marked the administration's first serious
attempt to compromise
with Senate Republicans
who, after rejecting Rea-

Send
Your Favorite
Graduate
VtOK
Special
Congratulations
in a
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VIEW!
EVERYTHING LOOKS BETTER
THROUGH CORRECT
PRESCRIPTION LENSES
SMGUVKKW
IBIS AND FRAMI*

MFOCAl LENS AND
HUM!*

$29®
S4988

Including your choke ol over 1.000 current from* foshkmi.
Tinted ple*tk. cw»lte. out .of •toch lonset priced hlohor.

EG News
GRADUATION
SCROLL
in BLUE
Fit, April 29thEdition
HURRY! Limited Number Available!

Preferred Properties Co.
Toetfttf at Ntw Chtrrywood Health Spa _
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Apartment Complexes
9:00 ■ 4:30 Monday - Friday
Haven House- "535/1110.
*
Piedmonl-8th & High St.- '375/mo
Birchwood Pkxe-650 Sixth St.- '4007 mo
Meadowlork-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo.
707 Sixth St.- '400/mo.
Small Bldas.-Monville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo.
HOUSES
Features:
2 bedroom ■ carpeted & furnished
Gaa heat • gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
IVibeth
1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished
Cabtevtsion available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays

MEADOW VIEW: 214 Napoleon R. 352-1195
1
1
2
2

Bedroom
Bedroom
Bedroom
Bedroom

Furnished
$270/mo AaunMsspak)
Unfurnished
$250/mo
Furnished
S2B5/mo
tenant pays ight
Unfurnished
$265 mo

Efnciei'cy-Fumiahed

$225/mo

AH utilities paid

Unfurnished $20O/mo *peraM bedroom

CWaTYlwJt KUTN Uk
ALL PREFERRED PROPERTIES REMTALS INCLUDE
MEMBERSHIP TO CHERRYWOOO HEALTH SPA.
Comslili fociIMM fer man ond wom*r
•Hydro-*.. Whirlpool
Indoor HMW fool
•ftWtoa Sauna
•Son lamp*
•Showar Mouog.
ttowr, Suill
•Compiata EnrciH Equipment

SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOO SPA

■Prat—tionoity qvailfiad Instructor! and itaft
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gan's original budget, have
been arguing for weeks
about bow to revise it
THESE ARE the elements of Reagan's newly
revised proposal, according to documents obtained
by The Associated Press:
• Defense spending for
1984 would increase 7.S
percent after inflation,
midway between Reagan's
original 10 percent proposal and the 5 percent the
committee voted for. Over
five years, military spending would be slightly lower
than Reagan originally
called for.
• Reagan would agree to
accept about $13 billion
more In domestic spending
over three years than he
originally proposed, but
the Budget Committee
would have to cut $35 billion through 1986 from tentative spending plans
already made.
- -*JThe atari assumes enactment of Reagan's pro-S
posal for a one-year pay
freeze and partial approval for his program to revise the Civil Service
Retirement program. The
Budget Committee rejected both proposals in

earlier votes. It also assumes deeper cuts in Medicare and other benefit
programs than the committee originally voted for,
as well as further reductions in a broad array of
domestic programs.

MEMPHIS, Tenn.
(AP) - A 13-month-old
boy who received a new
liver after his mother
brought him before a
congressional subcommittee last week must
undergo another liver
transplant operation,
doctors said yesterday.
A nationwide alert
was issued yesterday
afternoon seeking another liver doner for
Brandon Hall of Walnut,
Miss.
Dr. James Williams
said at an afternoon
news conference that an
artery to the boy's
transplanted liver was
dogged, making a new
operation necessary.
"Half of his blood supply to his liver is no
longer there," Williams
said.
Brandon, who received 25 pints of blood
during his operation,
could be kept alive indefinitely through blood
transfusions as long as
the liver does not fail,
but doctors do not think
the liver will last more

• ON TAXES, the plan
would preserve Reagan's
three-year program of tax
cuts, as well as tax indexing starting in 1965. The
compromise provides minor Increases of only $8.1
billion over the next two
years. However, Reagan's
original "contingency" tax
increase of more than $50
billion to take effect if the
economy is flourishing in
1986 would apparently become mandatory.
Tax indexing is the linking of income tax brackets
to Inflation to eliminate
"bracket creep" which
pushes a taxpayer into
higher brackets if his income keeps pace with inflation.
If adopted, the administration's proposal would
leave a deficit in 1984 of
$182,7 billion, declining to
$127.5 billion in 19S6, the
documents said.

bdnn.
Furnished » Unfurnished

award winners:

i
I

Jerry L. Richardson Brother of the Year
Frank Tombazzi
Morton E. O'Ryan Involvement; Award
Ron Coates
Outstanding Junior Man
Mark Kohler
Outstanding Academic Achievement
Dan Blinn (Sr.)
Steve Smith (Jr.)
Scott Healy (Soph)

g Senior Athlete of the Fear-Rick Hug
Junior Athlete of the Year-Jody " J ty" Younkin
w
Outstanding New Active-Jeff beMuth
President's Award-Allan Ac leson
Goldenheart of the Year - Diai e White
S.P.E.O.K. Members-Allan Acheson & Ron Coates

HE SAID "the only
treatment for this is to
get him a new liver,"
and that Brandon has
the strength to undergo
s second transplant operation.
Williams headed a
three-member team
that performed a 12hour transplant operation on the boy.
The operation was
completed early Thursday, the day afterJ3ranr
Blei&a^pearedb£
fore the House subcommittee on science and
technology, which is
studying the plight of
people who need donor
organs.

your local Qnyytiound
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FILM
CHANGE
THE CROWD
Thurs. April 21
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i CONGRATULATIONS TO
THIS YEARS
SIGMA PHI EPSJLON
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than several days.
"The liver will remain
in good enough condition to sustain his life,"
with the transfusions,
Williams said. "... It
might be a couple of
days. It could be several
days."
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352-5620
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Indiana and Kentucky
don't regulate beer and
wine prices. West Virginia
prohibits price advertising. Pennsylvania has a
state monopoly on wine
sales, although the adminstration has been trying to
change that.

THISSUMMIR!

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

«
w

A 1.5 liter bottle of a
popular domestic f*»»Mt»
sold for $6.19 one week in
Columbus but $4.99 another week and at another
store. The same wine cost
$4,99 in an Indiana store,
$5.89 in Michigan. $5.76 in
Pennsylvania, $5.99 in
Kentucky and $5.97 in West
Virginia.

mmnfu'. *m*mmon
oraattrayal bargain Can

•A LARGE VARIETY OF HOUSING
•SOME HAVE FREE AIR CONDITIONING
•SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVERYONE
DON'T WAIT TOO LONG
OUR APARTMENTS ARE GOING FAST!
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tattoo costs, bottling costs,
taxes and asrieasmenta. A
comparison of wine prices
In neighboring states
showed that Ohio isn't always higher, though.

Boy needs second
liver transplant,
organ artery clogs

LOW SUMMER RENTALS

B35 High St. - Rental Office Phone 352-9378

$4900
FOtSOFT
com ACT leaf s

A SPOKESMAN for
Fisher says the company
deckled for now not to pursue the case.
The Cleveland Wholesale
Wine Dealers Association,
Cuyahoga Tavern Owners
and liquor Dealers Association and several beverage companies tried to
enter the case against
Fisher. White refused per
mission.
Smaller merchants are
divided on the issue, with
specialty wine shops tending to support, or not be
worried by, elimination of
minimum mark-ups.
Roger Gentile, a Columbus wine merchant and
wine educator, favors repeal. But he expressed concern for small stores. He

says the law means now
that a 1.5-liter bottle of a
"I could live on my spepopular Chablis sells for
i I would have to elimi$4.50 In Ohio and $3.09 in
ate a lot of my business,
Chicago or Kentucky.
"The retailer Is par* bulk trade. Now if the
alyzed. A special value
ate would give us whisky,
would; be no probcomes along, and I can't do
a thing about it," be said.
He said gourmet-wine
merchants will use their
The mark-up system
sawy and knowledge of aids 25 percent to the cost
markets to search out good ol beer. The single bottle
buys if the law is repealed. retail price of wine must be
50 percent over the minlON THE other hand, he 3 urn posted wholesale
points out, strict regulation
ice. The mark-up on a
In Ohio protects some case of wine Is 40 percent
smaller wineries that don't
The minimum wholesale
have to offer discount or price of wine is its minigiveaways to sell here.
rrtum base coat plus a
"That's why there is so
'[-no of one-third that
much great wine (availMinimum base
able) in Ohio," he said.
Is the minimum price
Albert Stewart, a wine
lus 18 percent. Minimum
store owner, says he could nice is determined by
make it with minimum bilk wine coats, to which
pricing but would rather have been added transpor-

Budget changes offered

SAVE 30 - 50°7o

14kt. gold chains. Large selection
of styles and lengths. Save on
earrings, pendants and bracelets
Come see our complete selection
and save.

certain anti-competitive
restraints as an act of government"

8:16 Dish Theater
■
FREE
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DUMBO
Fri/Sal April 22/23
7:00, 8;30. 10.00

210 Math Science
$1.50 w/UD

MUraaht Apr! 22-23
210 Ms* Scene*
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BG exchanges games with OCI
by 8tcvc Qulnn
sports reporter

Yesterday was a day of shutouts for
Bowling Green's Softball team. Unfortunately. BG was only on the winning
end of the score for one game of its
double-header against Ohio University.
BG captured the opening contest, 10, but errors led to a 4-0 Toss for the
Falcons in the second game. The BG
women have a habit of getting themselves into pitching duals this season,
and yesterday was no exception.
In the opening game, senior pitcher
Patty Koncxak held the Bobcats to
just two hits and did not allow an OU
batter to get past second base. Konczak walked only one batter and struck
out five.
"That is a lot for me," Konczak
said. "I average about one strikeout a
game. I don't have a lot of Junk like
Barb Nelson."
BG'i ONLY run came In the fifth
inning, when Sonya Hanson got things
started with a single to centerfield.
BG coach Sandy Haines then substituted speedster Genni Nardy for Hanson, utilizing her quickness on the
basepaths. Haines then chose Deb
Sanchez to pinch hit for Molly Mateer.
Sanchez did exactly what Haines
wanted, by sacrificing Nardi to second base. Julie Fritz followed Sanchez' footsteps by sacrificing Nardi to

third. Following Fritz' sacrifice, BG'i
leading hitter Amy Wright then singled to left, bringing home Nardi and
the Falcons' winning run.
The win raises Konzcak's record to
2-M. She has gone the distance in four
of her five games.
"She is real fortunate to get this
win when we lust score one run,"
Haines said, "fin very pleased with
Patty. She is not doing anything that I
would not expect her to do."
THE SECOND game was an exact
reverse of the first for the Falcons.
The Falcons' received their usual
strong pitching, but BG's bats were
dead and errorswere plentiful. BG
onlv collected two hits and committed
four errors including two mishaps by
Sandy Krebs.
■ OU began Its winning campaign in
the fourth inning with C^yPalklmas
sending a Barb Nelson pitch into
centerfield. Palkimas want to second
on a wild pitch, scoring on Lisa Hall's
single.
Toe Bobcats continued to have fun
in the fifth, when with one out, Brenda
Spade reached first on a walk. Spade
went to second whan Hall followed
with another walk.
After a ground out to second, Nelson seemed to settle down and got
Rona Huber to hit a ground ball to
Krebs for what was supposed to be the
final out of the inning.
Spade, however, stepped on Krebs'

glove enroute to third, with the ball
going through Krebs' legs. Krebs was
not the only person to miss the play,
as the umpire missed the whole thing,
Krebs only getting credit for an error.
"That was a bad call," Haines said.
"I don't think they (umpires) were in
the game at all."
THE ERROR sent Spade home and
Hall and Huber to second and third,
respectively. Hall scored on BG's
second error of the inning when Krebs
could not field a ball cleanly. Krebs
was later replaced by Karen Cepfk,
who moved from her second base
position.
"The chemistry is not there defensively." Haines said. "They are
much better than they are playing.
We have very experienced fielders,
but the motivation and Intensity are
Just not there."
OU picked up its final run in the
seventh, when Jill Shaffer singled and
with two outs, Cathy Cyr hit a double
to send Shaffer home, for the Bobcats'
final run.
BG's overall record now stands st
7-*-i and 1-S-l in the Mid-American
Conference. This weekend, the Falcons will travel to Illinois State to
iowaPStat«taRaUState*aswenassort "-■*»"—" ««»•" Ceplk watch** t**mmat* Sandy Kr.bs put th. ug on an Ohio UnhrwsJty
play.flin th* flrat gam* ol y**t*rday'a doubi*-h**d*r. BO won lh* first gam* 1-0, but dropped th*
""
P<*y*r
ISU.
aacond gam*, *0.

BO News Photo/
Patrick Sandor

Women netters lose season first 7-2: men win 9-0
by Tracy Collins
sports reporter

It was one of those days when the
little things weren't quite right - the
weather, toe health of the team, the
first serve, the approach shot - and
the result of those things was a 7-2
defeat for Bowling Green's women's
tennis team at the hands of Ohio
State, yesterday, at the Robert Keefe
Courts.
The loss was toe first for toe team,
which falls to 6-1 overall on the season, but remains at 2-0 in the MidAmerican Conference.

~.2J*iter-.--

IMIVAI

DIET SMITE

THE MATCH was played in sunny
but cold weather, which noticeably
affected the bounce of the baU by the
time the doubles competition was
concluded. What hampered the Falcons more than the weather was toe
play of toe Buckeyes, who recently
overpowered Mending MAC champion Miami, 6-3.

tics to roll past OSU's Kris Calglazier
at second singles, but that would
prove to be the only singles win for the
Falcons in the competition.
Kathleen Coleman defeated Stacey
Hudkins, 6-1 and 6-3; Nancy Koran
beat Amy Bottorff, 64 and 6-2; Cathy
Brown knocked off Martha Goth, 6-3
and 64; and Becky Webb edged Lyn
Brooks, 6-2, 4-6 and 6-4.

Christie Turdo led the talented Ohio
State squad with s 6-3, 6-1 win over
Chris Bischoff at singles. Turdo used
a variety of drop shots and aggressive
angle shots to Keep Bischoff off-balance.
Cindy Scbeper used the same Uc-

The closest match of the day was
that Involving Webb and Brooks.
Webb moved through the first set
easily and had a service break in the
second set before Brooks came back.
Brooks regained the break and each
UllM

io ssnio-ot iisy'taj

player held serve until Brooks had a 54 lead in the set
WEBB SERVED to stay in the set.
but Brooks took advantage of a bad
backhand error to get to break point,
and she took the set with a running
crosscourt backhand pass.

The two stayed on serve through
most of toe final set, but Brooks
double-faulted at break point with the
score at 4-4, and Webb served out the
match to give OSU its decisive point.
The doubles was a display of toe
walking wounded. At first doubles,
the Falcon team of Bischoff and
Scbeper lost the first set in a tie-

1 h
,»C 0
club
HOUJARD'S
'"..MAIN

POTATO CHIPS
LIKE or SEVEN-OP

8 oz. bags

.99

S1.30

ADDIT

,™rrUL

21-22

DAIRY QUEEN BLDG. FACING R.R. TRACKS

f»V

"Sh

MODEL OPEN...
11:00 AM TIL 4.00 PM WEEKDAYS
11:00 AM TIL 4:00 PM SATURDAY

«0

*5>

NO

£•4

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

2&

BEHIND MARK'S PIZZA PUS
NEXT TO STERLING MILK t OORSEY ORUO

NO LONQ WALKS IN MUD AND SLUSH OR
ON THOSE SUB-ZERO, WINDY, WINTER DAYS
NOW RENTING FOB SUMMER a. FALL SCHOOL 1*3
OPENINGS FOR STUDENTS
TO FILL 4-MAN APT8. (SUMMER A FALL SCHOOL YEAR)
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (2) BEDROOM (1-4) STUDENTS ILSsaWJ SESSION

(20) GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
*
*
*
*
'
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

(2) bedroom (carpeted and furnished)
Laundry facilities In each bldg.
Free trash removal
All units hsve double locks (Including deadboit)
Weil Insulated and soundproof units
Mod*rn-Fuml*h*d-Cabl* TV
2 mln. walk to campus
6 mln. walk downtown
25 business establishments st your front door
Large freezerfor additional storage
Ample perking at your front door
Gas barbeque grin for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas a operating costs
No long walks on those zero winter days or In the mud and slush
Well lighted streets between apt*., campus snd shopping arena
Friendly helpful landlords
Wash** 1. Dryer in bldg
I
i ■■
Free heat, water, a sewage
fORTM* CMAMOVTMSCS*
Dependant* maintenance
•O CASSMM MANOS
B 112 or 12 month lessee
■ ■-!■
a*MU

From $132.00 per person per month
(4) Person occupancy
(2) and (3) Person apartments available
*o

ft
ft

I

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
«
ft
ft
ft
ft

(RUNNING OR TENNIS OVER $25 VALUE)

Thurs

* Draft

N

'9ht

Fri • Canadian Nite

352-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS
352-7365

<*t

-*■»isiiiaaw»a ajai
i WHIH»I»Ul«srw**at*rB*wUafCr*aai
PVU2-MII
Acrasa ft— Has Ma Qalta

IN BOWLING GREEN

¥* tOTTftwS
THURSDAY
with

POUNDER NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY BUTTONS BUS
AT
8:30,9:30,10:30....
—_————.

omr
&

GOOD THRU 5/7/83

BGSU'S MOST EXCITING NIGHT SPOT ISN'T

AUUnUTin>MCLUOSO MCSST aLSCTMC
Saat a A.C ay 0*a| CaSIa T.V.

$3.00 OFF
(RUNNING OR TENNIS SHOES UNDER $25.00)

FALCON HOUSE

RACKETEERS

^v*wr-

ANY PAIR OF
ATHLETIC SHOES

2 NITES ONLY

\ **i

6 pack cans

BG's men's tennis team improved
its record to 6-4, yesterday, with an
impressive M win over Sienna
Heights. Senior Barry Caalaa set the
tone of the match for the Falcons with
a M, M win over Mark Chroaister at
first singles. Falcon players dropped
no mere than fear games hi eight of
the nine matches, with only Dean
Taylor (playing at third singles in
place of an ailing Jim Demos) having
to go to three sen.

^ $5.00 OFF
ty.

Ruffles

H-»«

At second doubles, Coleman and
Webb jumped off to a quick lead over
Hudkins and Joni Landquist (who
played Just in the doubles, due to
tendinitis in her right shoulder and a
severe bruise in her right elbow),
moving to a 5-2 lead. Hudkins and
Lindquist fought back to take a 6-5
lead in toe set, only to lose in a
tiebreaker. Then, Coleman and Webb
took the next set, 6-2.

V

.79

Bottle

In toe final doubles match, OSU's
Koran and Brown topped Brooks and
Lisa Kosach (who was noticeably
hobbled by an ankle injury), 6-2 and 6-

breaker and trailed the team of Turdo
and Calglazier 3-1 in the second set but with the Falcons pressing - when
the Buckeye team retired due to the
sore right arm of Turdo.

874-2254
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CAMPUS/CITY
AMI

TUCMKTYWMO

ivnm

Dear Unas and Katiy. The food «

Nancy 362 0609
5Bi Yw ■ Ful W service

21. ma

rough in. loxee >m

HRSONAL

HaexaeistaH Drive Aprl 10-27 Sign
* Oxmg I* i™ «M g« 15 »■
oount.

IAM. mmrma eosxr
IMS. HAM
ACBOBS FROM MACTS

Mi partW HkMW* raaoMMMlMAprl 25 28. Ilortieeal Common.
ha* pMW r
IMn-Heel
26-27. Town Room. Union
Fe« Opea n^Mr.
2-4.
Nat—i Common.

PauM

■.O*. EM Day $1
■"HiliialiJ Thursday Aon 2tal earn
(Septa/a from 10:30-3 30 pm hi the
UMon Oval and apaakara torn eve
0n» Pubtc ManM Campaign and
Nature Conaarvancy at 7 30 pm In
lha Orao 3u»». Union

Alpha Data Pi. Conjianaaauna on
your l at dao. vtttorlaa ti Mi Bata
600 and tat Oraak Sing. Your tatoma
and apt* reaPy ad shmelll
Amartoan Markatlng Aaaoototton
Membership Dove: Aprl 20-27. Skjn
up today m the BA bueJng and gat a
66 discount' Al Dustisss mejors are
aCBOme to (Mn.

TneaeyAiitlia IMann irniat
in. htaa and homoeexuaety Thuraday. Aprl 21, 1883 al 7:30 pm. n
lha 220 M8C. Quasi apaakara from
lha m churohaa opan to ma pubic.
aomaaton la traa

FOUND: ONE DORM ROOM KEV On
A SAVER KEY WHO WITH THE
WIT1AL B. CONTACT JAN DOBNACK AT TH6 BQ NEWS.
FOUND: Pock* caKukaUr
Cal and oeecrKe 372-2620
LOST BLACK ANO QOLD PURDUE
JACKET
BLACk WITH QOLD
SLEEVES WITH PURDUE LETTERED ON BACK NEED DESPERA
TELYl 2-1378

REWARD
FOR RETURN OF
BRIGHT BLUE SKI COAT AND BEIGE
CORDUROY COAT CALL KATHY
AT 3620104

362-6264
Tutortng Sarvtoa:
Math. Science. Encash
$5/hr aaakanda only
372-6462
TUTOflO rtoai, uath. Algebra. Engtah and necrarw. Cal alto. 8 p.m.
874-3348
NEW PHONE NUMMR
HI HID
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOD COUNTY
Confidant*! parsona) care
Spaces'ratee BGSU eludents
Convantom appoarlmaiHa
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
IN WOOD COUNTY
CONFIDENTIAL PEMONAL CARE
Special rtales-BQSU aludaMa
CONVENIENT APPTt.

TmK.

April It, ISM. AM an I
(Unkm). from T:8*s.S0 pja.

Suite

Sorority Wo
Tha DU Trtka Ren la Saturdayi
Come A support your team. AT The
Math tolaaoa Slda,
Soup. Salad t Bread St .76
11am-3pm
DAIYII
SAMS'S

EVERY MOtWeNO
FrtorJ 4r**erT
Potato. Satod bw
Al You Can Est
63.88 Thurs and Sat
L«KI

Oamms PM Bata CorajrekaalM
Lynn Etoaaasr Outetandino. Sr
Qwynne QuBHord Outatanong >.
Lmda Radwlne Special Racogrt•on
Trace, Schnappe
Hkjhaat Bkj
KeKy Depu.
URM Award
QAMMA PHI PRB6 UVES ON
Gal HAPPY FEET at SAM B'a

HAPPY

tear

HOURS

4-6pmS8-10pm

BQ.SU HOCKEY BANQUET
WEDNESDAY APR*. 27
CALL 372-2401

Happy Ekrthdev Mmdy'
Tha Bsst Houaamom on Campus
Wa Love youl Saaers of Chi Omega

Coma drink una you drownadl PI
Kappa PH Baar Baal - Saturday
MM. s-30-12 30 S3.00 tors you
drink and rock M nltol Pont mica »

Happy Hour-Hoaday Inn
Everyday, al day MTV
Every NkjW, Al Mght
Head South on Main Street
to THE OETAWAY. Freeh Oonuts.
Quaky rareMtoped lea Cream.
and dssoOus sandwlchas
Hay Kappas' You won Greek Week'
What a way to start off lha chapter
PS Many thanks to the SAE'S.
TKEa. and Omega PN Pars For
making our 1st Oraak Weak such s
wtmsr.
JANOORNACK
THANK YOU FOR BRIQHTENINO

OUR BULLETaV, BOARD
Kappas. Dead tab In wtonmg tha
overall beat aorortty during Greek
week. We had ona great week wMh
you. Lore the Ixothars of 8. A-E.
KsppsSkjs
Congratuletlons on bang selected
a* the moel outattndmg fraternity
on carapua. Tha brothers of 6.A.E
F.S. Leek out lot as item year
Pregnant? Need Help? CM tMHA.
354 3020 or 352-9111 Anytime
Pie-Reg Hilda Youl
Tha 1883 Summer Pra-Ragletratton
Staff a now accepting appfcanona
from those nterested In volunteering
mar time It • a greet opportunity to
maat th. new atuoaraa A to develop
your interpersonal skJIs. Each voluntear wal be entitled to ona free meal
tor each day worked PreReglstrs
lion runs from June 27-jury 22. it
Interested you may signup In 406
Student Servtcee Any Questions cal

Marty Crorrtoa.
Congrarulalions to you and the isst ol
the Slg Ep Bata team lor a great
victory Sunday Thanks for bang a
aupar tag, you vs been reefy graatt
Love your Li . KJm

352-1224

■aTaaSaJaWtrf)-

IttM

THE OETAWAY HJ-4II2

Mamma uasd to say It a ba groat to
b© a grask, but aha navar told ma
how tun greek waak would bs with
eta AT.O.'s. Thanks tor lha great
■mas Lovs tha Qamma Phfs.

Expan-Accurato Typing
Only 70vpaga Cal Chris

SALE-SALE-SALE
RkkM. MHrs. Wtoon
AdUae shoes
40H oil Looker Room
1O0N Main

aaynoMiii

IMS. Had a tsntasbc time Sat rtghtl
Thanks tor asking ma Tony
Look tor It tomorrow
Frea wash coupon
Kirk's Com Laundry

Muffiars natatatHow as $1995
Wal maat or baat any wrKtan sen
mala Don't pay morelll Cal 3641278 lor FREE asHnata' 80 Mufllar
Cantor 11055 Bowing Graan Rd

Data Bata Data
Sweat pants Rag 68 86-10.86
NowSe.SO
Al sweat tops $11.00
Select shorts I beseoel
arwtsSOSoff
Locker Room, 108 N Main

RUSHDU

FRESH OONUTS DELIVERED

Corajretaaaaan Nan Tau BaU
Slams oMoars! Oal paychad tor a
great yaar Counaator Cap la oursll!
Low) la ma bond, your nawrlretVJ».
Ksthy Maag: Hay aupar senior' Con
grakaaaona on bang named Alpha
Data Pi's outstanding Sartor. No ona
daaarvad it more. Thanks for al your
love, spirit, and support LAL your
AdPIStotors
PWE SUSH-TONKJHT 7:S0 BECOME AN ASSOCIATE MEMaWR,
NO OWESI Slh and HKUL PaXES
SH-1I1SUM-10SS.

ROLLER SKATE RENTAL
PUHCELLS BBXE SHOP

EARN S600 OR MORE EACH
SCHOOL YEAR FLEXIBLE HOURS.
MONTHLY PAYMENT FOR PLACING
POSTERS ON CAMPUS. BONUS
BASED ON RESULTS
PRIZES
AWARDED AS WELL

LnpOTteMM

CONGRATS CUBS ON YOUR RECENT LAVAUERWG TO DOTS* BY
THE WAY, BEAMER WISHES YOU
WELL! YOUR ROOMIES PS RUMOR HAS IT DOWNTOWN 1 000KIENEXTII

SERVICES OFFERED

RUSHOU
RUSHDU

ELECTKJNBII
ATTENTION: Sales Ckab

MKE RACE 2 DAYSI
BKE RACE 2 DAYSI
■aXl RACE 2 DAYSI

LOST-gold SpaKka watch si 126 W
Hat on Aprl 15m »lound pMeee cat
Mm al 2-3396.

DM

DJS, COaKsRATULATKJHS ON a€*N ELECTED ATO LITTLE Sat
VtCE-IRlaWJOIT. JBA

Earth Day la haral

Bk) MB: Congrats on your knaasrlng
to Mfc.' I know lha aand would ha*
M Low. LI Luarm.

MWAM, lor graan 111 capita and/or oontaM. atolan from car laL
Nkaht. PLEASE. Samaatar prefacla
Irlulm la ass, arorthleea la anyaaa asaa. No oueeUona acted. Han
a aaarl. Nature to CM Omege
Haaaa, »7H1H.

RUSH DELTA UPSumi
TUESDAYS ANO THURSDAYS

Eank Day la karat

ATTENTION M WOMEN
"RUSH ■ IT"
Com. to Fan Ruah Into. Miatlng,
Tuee. Aprs 2Mh at 7pm In MM
Saasrbeii, Patoh TO REOISTER
FOR RUSH PLEASE ATTEND FOR
MORE WO. CALL KIM AT US$6-

Leal. Dark Tan SaMMae Cat w/ brown
lac i pawa WMa octar around
naok. Losl around Msrcer/Ctouori SI
area. II aaan or know ol wnaraaboud
ptaaaa OH. 352-4862 or 364 1837

Locmn ROOM, SH-TUT

SO0-526-0863

Ai lanleJN
ALL GRADUATING SENIORS OF
ATO UL SB JEANA MAUORY.
TERRY WILLIAMS. JENNY ZtRKE.
LEANN EARP, PAT WEEDON ANO
JUNK WETTER THANKS FOR A
JOB WELL DONE
REMEMBER
LATE NIGHT RAIDS. PERVERTED
THOUGHTS. ANO POOR TASTE ATTBE. WE'VE HEARD HOW 0FF1CULT IT WAS OETTtM THAT
DEGREE. NOW WE WANT TO SEE
WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH m LOVE
THE SWEET HEARTS

LOST AND FOUND

RACQUET STRkWINO 14 M

Dabble Dean CongraluaaUna on
mexmg Ureas In the BQ8U cheenaedKg fryoue. Ware ao proud ol you'
Love, your Alpha « Daaa Saitora.

RU6HPKE8
NO DUn TMt YEAR
TONKaHT »th aaal HKJM, 7:M
PIKES

28-2fl. Umniy Union. May 2 1
■flor. HOAd—iBdB

HMKHW

barng that Kathy BUM Peach and
Unas Uses red, wa don't tank wal
avar ewach starts again. Thanks tor s
great «me and wal sM sAvsys da. ror
an Alpha Chrl Love, aaTae and Tony

PN Pars and Kappa Alpha Pars: It
was tun getang -m The Mood" wati
you during Oraak Shg We're Number One! PM Pa's, thanks lor happy
amsa at Happy Hours. Kappa Alpha
Pars. Toga. Toga. Togsltl Lore, tha
AdPTs.

372-2843.
RaekWnl Student Aaeccaoon
Plane Fade Raffia Tickets'
Gst yours today by contacting
your R8A fleuaaoriMrel

MtcheSs Leal. Congraruaraona on
your Lambda Chi Lavatarmg to Dave
Merkel AOT. your KD Sisters

In Concert

singefsongwriter^folk artist

e

di& ?~¥.

DON EATON

StVpfaatJara) WtWltJ,

Wal. Halo Staphanto.
You're looking swel. Stephana)
W. can lei youl be a big tut m ths
show. Good Luck si Dor, Wal ba
there L I L. Your ADPI SsMsrs
Tha Bseoonman makes s spectol day
ri a apacM way 352 6061
The Kappas would eke to congratuett the Slg Epa and the AdPI'a tor
far Super wins at Bata.
THE TANNPtQ CENTER. 143 W.
WOOSTER AT HAIR UNUwXTED 8
VpTTSSIOOO JOfNBYMAY 1.
THE SSRD ANNUAL DELTA UPfJ,
LON BIKE RACE 16 SATURDAY.
APRIL 23RD AJ 11:00 AM AT THE
MATCH SCIENCE e^LOrMOThree ouaaaas BQSU: What apana
thlt till? ON. up?
XANADU- XANADU- XANADU
—A Senior Peradtoet
To the 1st Kappa Bets Teem. Wa are
al ao proud ol your oieet effort at
Batal Now wa know what its al
about Love. Your Kappa Stars
T-Shkt screening
M your not getting your shirts from
JEANS N' THINGS
Your'ra probably paying too much!!
Jean. N'Things
Ml Radge SL
WELCOME TO DOWNTOWN
ALL NIGHT ALL WEEK
QETTWO
QaJBsY 12 HORSE
WFAL and Buttons
Final Fang''
Thurs. Aprl 21. Busses leave Union
at 8 30. 8:30. and 10:30. Drink
Specs*
RUSH PIKES
RUSH PIKES
NO DUES THIS YEAR
TONIGHT Slh and HKsH 7:J0
PI KAPPA ALPHA
H KAPPA ALPHA
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
CALLEMPA
354 3020 or 352-8111 Anytime
SCHOOLS OUT IN 3 WEEKS DO
YOU HAVE A SUMMER JOB YET?

EARN 13294 CALL 352-7462
30 kegs In tha Commons...
30 kegs In In. Common.
Ths PI Kappa are having
Ths PI Kappa are having

30 keas in the Commons
2 F rmtos needed for 63-84 school
yr nterested? Cal Km or Caroa>
362-4862.
WANTED
FEM. RMTE 83-84 SCHOOL YR
NEEDED: NtCE APARTMENT LOTS
OF ROOM. FUN ROOMMATES.
QOOO PRICE. CALL SOON 3721807
Hay! 3 girts need • I
lor next yaar. Great apartment-Close
to Campus-CAI SOON!! 372-1208
or 372-4510.
,

FRIDAY THRU SUNDAY
BOXOFFICE OPENS
7:16
NICK NOLTE

FROM PORTLAND, OREGON

Is scop. .

COFFEEHOUSE CONCERTS
On Campus* •
Thursday, April 21st - Mac West
Lounge
Sunday, April 24th - Prout Lounge
Monday, April 25th - Founders
Gold Lounge
Tuesday, April 26th - Mid Am,
Harshman
8:00 - 10:30 pm each evening
FREE ADMISSION

CINEMA 1&2

EDDIE MURPHY
Is a convict

H8 HRS.

Leu: lu ready.
ttXaey thr mosl fun
a coupV of bodki
. can have. You know?

Apts-llamtomaLaashaat. Larea apt. Cal eea H214
erJkaXtttt.
Prrvale room I breakfast In sachanua
work. 63-64 school yaar.
V. t 1/4 ml from campua
362-7343.
TWO FOOmMATEa NEEDED TO
SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER BOTTOM
HALF OF HOUSE ON EAST COURT
STREET. VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
ANO BAM. II00 PER MONTH ALL
UTa-mES WCLUOED CALL DEB OR
■ALL AT 372-6616 or 372-6—0.
WaRIDaaTaaaaplaaaai
t I. nwtoa. I
II raw. Very e
aaa. Can J7M447. We're tea aaa]

Water* on Dkactor and OutOI-Camp
TIM Director Require LUeaavWg 6
Flat AM CartakaaYjn. Prasar W8i 1
Coaaga Onjduaas for pnvala camp
ami 110 gtts H Horthwaet Ml on
tea wnta CMppaws TrM Camp
Route #1 Box 330 Rapid City. Ml
46676 or of 16161 322-4242
llnraatar* rtdkig mes-uoor. for sum
msroamps 12poe«ona«M $80
HOVwk pka room and board. Cal

16131 663-8787 a—wipe.
1 Female rmte. needed for 63-64
3rd and Hkjh. St20rmo. Dabble
372-4407.
2 F rmtos wanted tor 63-84 Mo* 2
bOrm. apt. kx 3 gMs. 176.34'morah.

oh 384-2662
M or F to sublease 2 bdrm 2 btnrm.
apt tor summer Rant neoooabie'
Paula 364-1683, oat artytwa
Wanted. Mass and Female etudanss
needed to M spsrtmenta and houeee
for 83-64 school yaw. 362-7366.
1 bdrm apt avM 2 psraons for S364 yaar. Katrasns 362-7087.
1 or 2
S76.0O each
or 260.00 tor ona
352-2802 Room
•eded I

SUMMER JOBS
LARGE NATIONAL COMPANY HAS
fAJMMCn JOBS AVAILABLE M
MANY -MAJOR CITIES IN OHIO
TWELVE WEEKS GUARANTEED
(200 A WEEK AND UP FOR MORE
MrXXAMATOI CALL. 362-0848
FROM 8 A.M.-1 P.M. ON THE
FOUOWING DATES: TUESDAYAPRa. 26 ANO WEDNESDAVAPreV 27. ASK FOR MR MARTW
Summer and Permanent lobe tor sti,
darns. Man and Women MK3H PAY"
Rooky Mounter, area raaorta. oeflekl
Iconakucaon Some provide houemg
Ijajananoa not naoaaaary. CM anyama. (303) 686-2642.

KMIAU

■O HOUSE. CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
OWNAOOM8II
Call HM or Jka M2-7S2S.

HELP WANTED

■Ma aailiMs »kk paaaaa laai m»
out Onto. Muat here e
tetton- Apafy In aarsan enty Thuraday. April 21* and Friday April
2Jnd M 12:S*-1:1 i, tM«46 aaajra.
CFWISE JOB8I $14-626.000. Cambeen, ftowat. World. Cat tor Gukie.
Olraotory, IMaataBar 1 816-7221111 Eid. BowlOreen
Earn $600 or more each echod yaar.
FsntJla hours laonthry payment tor
placing poolers on csmpue. Bonus
baaad on raauts. Prttaa anatdH as

wal 800-626-0663.
Food Service Persormal tor pnVate
camp In N.W. Michigan. Dales of
emctovment 6-10 Thru 8-20-63.
WrM Chkjpews TrM Camp. Rt 1.
Bon 330. Rapk) City, Mktl. 48676 or
cad (818) 322-4242.
M'A-8-HISOVER...
and h 2 moa so » the 62-63 school
yaar. Do you haw a summer |ob yet?
Naaonal company has several poaltkms avM for BG atudsnts If yours
laroworklng s don't maid travel, sand
a se« addraaeed any. 6 phone § to
P.O Bo. 103, BQ .OH 43402.
Students who want to asm money
this summs'
You can earn
$2400.00 or more a month. For
laoiriayAyi aand your name and address and $6.00 (wtech ad ba refunded) to Senebaugh. P.O. Box
331. Waynaatioro, Panna. 17266
THE BO NEWS
IS NOW ACCEPTINa
APPLKATtONB POP PALL '81
SALES a»uH«SCNTATTVES .
10i UNTVERSITY HAU
DEADLINE: 4I22AU
NOW rereroa FOR 3UMMER CAMP
POoTTIONS
JEWISH COI*IUNFTY CENTER 0FCLEVELANO. CAMP WISE (RESIDEND-ANISFIELD DAY CAMP
SUPERVISORS
COUNSELORS
SPECIALISTS:
(DRAMA DIRECTOR, WATe3*awjNT
DIRECTOR (WSI) BOATING/ADVANCED UFE8AVERS. OUTDOOR
EDUCATION, ARTS—AND—
CRAFTS. NURSES, ORIVER,
SPORTS). CONTACT: HALLE PARK,
3605 MAYFELD ROAD. CLEVELAND. OHO 44116. TEL (216)
362-4000, aid 244

CARTY RENTALS
Houees-Apartments- Rooms
9-12 morah ksaaea Summer Rentale
Al mar Campua 352-7368
Vtl-MANOR APARTMENTS
Tan 2 bdrm. apis. aval, kx FM «
Summer Lg. Mng rm . Mchan. ceramic bath, ak cond t laundry tad
Cal 362-2666 tot app't only
835 Slh St. Fum , lg , 2 bdrm . bath
t a rail, dtopoaal. gas neat S AC Al
utJ Indud excapt alec 362-7464
before 12 30
APARTMENTS: 2 BEDROOM

PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS
FREE HEAT 4 CABLE TV
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN DORM
LEASES: WktakER A FALL
OWNED 6 MANAGED BY BEST
WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL
Offering unlove service. $ facilities. 1$ ire. ol ooorteoue dependable maanimam. Call Tom at J524671 or $62-1800.
SUMMER RENTALS
Houeee A Apts Close To
Campus 1-267-3341
BEST LOCATION IN TOWN!
House tor lut
tor SUMMER
Room for 4.
Cal 362-5810 or 352-2288
Down tasf of house > sngle rooms on
E Wooaasr, acroea from Rodgors
For summer only 352-7365 anytime
or 362-6676 eves
For Summer Furrxahad EtWanclas.
$76ftno put IJtaaes 268 S Coaaga

#3, 352-3611.

1671'
Ftorlda oar/NO RUST. AC. AM FM
$660.00
372-2376 days 352 7842 eye.
FOR SALE: aa^UTPUL A-FRAME
LOFT, EXCELLENT CONDITION;
PWE PAflOF. IJNrVERSfTY APPROVED. WALNUT STAINED.
$76.00 WU. NEGOTIATE PRICE
CALL 372-4074.
For Sara StoaB Harmony 6-Strtng.
goodoohdatxi wVl caae $70.00.
Par—onto A»VFm Tape raoordar

$46.00 cal. 362-6863.
Qrte Sonwkn bate, w large baskets
and 1 apaad 820 oal 372-4470.
Rafrtg hoUs 3 5 csaee of Beer MM
•and. $130 or oftor. Rues 3627807.
SONY TCM— 757 CASSETTE RECORDER. BUST M MC. $$46.00
OR BEST OFFER, 372-6732.
rYNto A Irsma loft lor sale UrtvanWy
approved and fra prootod $76.00

Carol 2-4278.
Kenmore Dorm rtotngaiakir 8 moa
oM. akcalanl concMon Only $76.
Cal Patty at 372-6616.
DRUM SET: 6 PC. Sangertand sat
w/16 moh Zagan rtda cymbal, camber
crash and N near Good cond Asking
$1200 00 CM Shed 372-4566.
Hotoorn dothae dryer, good condt
•on $60.00 faculty owned 3722061.
Mnoaa XQ7 36 mm Camera 80
210 loom. tjah. other SCCSSS
AaMng $460.00. Jon 2-1674
WATERBED FOR SALE
Ousanelze (Everything kid)
$170 00
Rkch 354-1431
Rldusrioacker 4001 Stereo Bess Gu
tor: btodc $300; 362-6661.

FREE months rant on our fury furnahed aajdto apartrnantal Com
pWely qutot and private Plenty of
storage Ful kitchen and bathroom
We write our loesai to nt your needs
Good tocadon. Close to restaurants
and Moras. CHARING CROSS APTS
1017 $■ Main St 1S2-OS60.
Large 4 bdrm house. 2 beta trom
carnpua-avaaabla tor entire summer
Private bdrms Cheap Rsnt
Looking tor quiet, ares-kept houafng
cose to campus? Hurry to sea das
super 2 bdrm duplex! 362-6628
after 8 pm or anybme weekends.
LOW LOW SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE. SOME WITH FREE AIR CONDITIONING. CALL FOR ADOITONAL
•FO. Itoato.l Msnsgem.nl 1526S26.
Needed 1 or 2 F tor msy-aug apt 1
bk. from campua, single bdrm nego-

116422 SECOND CL06E TO CAMPUS. FREE HEAT. WATER, SEWER.
2 bdrm. fum, laundry rm. bl beading. Call Hewtora Manegement 1525420.
701 FOURTH: EXTRA SINKS M
EACH BDRM. 2 bdrm. turn, Laundry
rm. In building. Call Maartora Mas>
anamant 152-6620.
For Rant: House to unlmi $270
tor whole aurnmar. Ctoae to campus,
tow utsWes 372-4262, ask lor
Doug3 bdrm. fum. house tor 5-6 |
CM 353 8481 from 6-5. Mon.-Fri.
Now rentng for 83-84 ached year
Houses snd spertmsnu Boggs Red
Estste 352-8467. 362-3641. 3641120
PARTY ROOM AVAJLBLE
PREFERRED PROPERTIES
•35 HIGH ST.: 1S2-*S7$
CAMPUS MANOR APTS.
Behind Dsxter'a Apts tor 2. 3, 4
persons 8 1/2 or 12 mo toase.
Summer rets $476 lor entire summar
seasoi Model opan dary 11-4
352 9302 or 352-7365 evsnUos

2 bdrm apts lor 4 st $110 each, or
3 st $140 each Abo. 1 bdrm apts
A angle rooms 8 month
campus 352-7365

Ca« $62-042$ anytkna.
Newly redecorated downstars. 2
bdrm tor summer Only $300 $ tow
JISIII. arjktoant campus 354-1753
Moa affic. to lubliMS AvM now at
$166 A atoc 384-1342 or 352
7608.
Ona bdrm apt vary rsce
new carpal, ak. e»jndry Rent nepo-

aaple. 352-0786 nt.
Fum.. 4 bdrm house, schod yr or
yr leas. Aval June or Aug 3627464batota 12:30
1 bdrm apt . dose to urtv nt" av
duded Phons 352-7766after 8pm
1 bdrm apt doss lo campus Bagmrxng FM term Ph 1 -878-7437

$18 1(2 $. MAIN: PRIVATE! 2 bdrm..
turn.. Extra store*, sraa. Call New1 352-5110.

16X33 REFRtOOERATOR! EXCELLENT COND. $136. A-FRAME
LOFT-sTr>LrnFUl WOOD. EXEC
COND $66 CALL 2-4278 Now

831 7th St 2 bdrm.. fum. owner
pays for heat. AC. water, sswsr.
Tenants pay sghts For Summer or
FM Resaonsbto rates John Nawtova
Red Estate 318 E Wonstsr (near
csmpus ) 354 2260 or 362-6663.

Naod nionvaalaa to sublease
nous, tor th. aurnmar. HUOE
HOUSE, CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN
AREA. 114 N. Main

Oomveire reklg
J80. negctaable

r$ Fast Ills W marina, an bat*
••■aa $C Asking $1166.00 (418)
teS-TTad-

Thuraan Manor Apts.
Fury turnaheo at) Inckida AC. csbki
tv, laundry lac Rtght next to campua,
Pnoas start al S200/mo 352-6435
Fum. 2 bdrm. 4 student house 1
block trom campua 362-7464 be
fore 1230

neoknem. 354-1858

Large 3 bdrm. apt next to campus
• ifali'l Summer or FM terms Ph
1-678-7437.

Far Sale: Must sea, l Sao Yamaha
l motorcycle. Beeulrful
, Mask $ chrome. Asking
11260.00 wM negotiate. Spring la
karat CAS Tad M Sel-SSt.

Summer Sped 2 bdrm turn, apt
across from campus S250Vpsrson/sameatsr. 3 or 4 people Can atay
FM. 352-4131.

1 bdrm. house avsl now d first of
June Stove, refrtg part turn New
kitchen wal nsuaued Married couples prol 352 8876

I 1974. 12x50. 2 bdrm
excel cond Good n.eoUiierit at
$6600. 362-6906
362-6207

ROCK LEDGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm luxury apts 2 ful
baths. dkUiwaervar. A/C. catas vkaon.
extra dosel A storage space
Laundry tscBtlss A storage cages.
Al utn turn sxcept atoc
Now ksssng tor Summer A Fat.
860 6th SI at S Cotege
BOGGS REAL ESTATE 362-3641 or
364-1120 Oftea hours 11-3.
SUMMER RATES $376.00
2 bdrm turn. apts.
Phone 362-2663.

Fum. all., utl pd . 2 bfcs from
campua, reduced summer rats, avsl
Msy 1st 287-3898
SHARE APARTMENT-1
FM
WANTS ROOMMATES WITH
HOUSE OR APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS. HAVE SOME FURNISHINGS
CALL 2-4264
Lower duplex for 4. Summer A KM
Upper duplex tor 3. Summer t FM

Smai 1 bdrm house 12 mo toase
starling starting summer Near campus 352-7366
111 1(2 t. MAIN: LARGE 2 BDRM
APTS. ONLY 3 YRS. OLO. Vary
prhxtta. Fum. Call Newtoea Management 352-5420.
Duplex. SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
and/or yr laaaa Partlaly turn. 2
bdrms uU paid CM 362-5309 after
5pm or on wkanda
SUMMER RENTALS
Excellent rstss on 2 bdrm. AC,
furnished spts 124 Sixth Street

Ph. 142-4666.
First time svM lal street apts aval
for summer. 2 bdrms/unfurn $400
entks summer
362-4380. Cal
10 30-2 30 Sunday-Thurs.
2 rooms tar 2 female students
2 blocks from campus.
Cal 352 3272.
VEL MANOR ANNEX
across trom Rogers with Surnmar
Ratosl 3 2 bdrm turn spts 4 gala
aa apt $250 aa tar aurnmar CM

352-2666 tot apt.
FOR FALL 2 bdrm fum apt $375/3
students Newly fum A carpet

352-2663
1 Bdrm Unfurnished Apt
Dkuiwaahsr. Storage, and Pod
Aval. Now and FM 352-2276.

3520838
AVAIL NOW! APRIL PAID 2 BDRM
DUPLEX $250 Mo 352-0028. 362

6726

FOB BENT
Renting simmer or tM Eft. 1 bdrm. 2
bdrm. unfum. apts downtown 3827187.

THURSDAY STUDENTS
WITH VALID IDS
iLY $1.00.

IIS 1(2 - 112 1(2 8. MAIN: VERY
LARGE 1 BDRM Above s business
so Hi very quest $ private. Call
Nawtoaa alsnaaament 152-6620.

Come see the Resrme Professionals
Quality Computer Typesetting
Over 100 typestylea available

AtfRnSTREEP
Kr^NWINf.

INC.

' We also lype Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and stationery

For Standard Resume's. 3 day service
from start to finish
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
111 South Main St., Bowling Green
Phone 352-5762
Serving lh« Printing Needs of Students, Faculty and Staff of B.G.S.U.
In Quickprinitno
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horizon
fisted
Faith
Napoleon's
"weapon"
Sweets
about
Stimulated
Needed
Flfer or piper
Abbr.
Kitchen Implements
ine nuieroiine
Queen's
1"
Kind of ray
Caesar, for one
Small oranges
Boy detective of
fiction
Solution: Abbr.
Bird of 32 Down
Type of lace
Old-womanish
Type of waterwheel
Leather
Ot the stomach
Crystal-lined rock
cavity

Greece and Sicily
48 UnperlurbecJ
^, mwiiiiiia'uiiiv

54
56
57
58
59

Sweetie
French Infinitive
Notched, as s leaf
Hollywood name
Ticket-order enclosures: ADbr.
80 Married again
61 Lioness of book
and movie

i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18

DOWN
unless: Lat
Make
for It
Quagmires
Fastener
Bulk) up
Scottish hillsides
Give In
Fellow
Place lor babes,
In song
Sweetener
Cousin of the rail
Construction tool,
Cockney style
Requires
Coated with hoerfroat

24 House lor a cleric
25 One of the Bikini
raiariuo

26 What George
didn't tell
27 Sweet notes, of a
kind
28 Miraculous food
29 Et
(and tha
following): Lat.
30 Frenzied
31 Familiar footnote
32 Aswan's site
33 From Mich, to Fla
38 Mistress of 22
Down
JO Toaa
(score
at horseshoes)
40 Drill
42 Rode the waves 1
43 Scoffs
44 Artery
45 Noose
48 Dance, at Versallies
48 Boast
49 Put away
50 Camlno
51
of the earth
52 Collection of
Norse mythology
55 Dudgeon

MCATLSATGMAT
SAT-ACTDATGRECPA
i Perm$n$nt Canters open
days, evenings snd
weekends.
i Low hourly cost. Dedicated
lull-time staff.
iComptet$TEST*TArt«
facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
i Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

e Opportunity to make up
missed lessons.

LEASING FALL 1983
•516 E. Merry Avenue
•656 Frazee Avenue

• Voluminous home-study
materials constantly
updated by researchers
expert in their field.

Features

• Opportunity to transfer to
snd continue study at any
of our over 105 centers.

•2 Bedroom Furnished
w/2 full baths
•1/2 block from campus
•Laundry facilities

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE
GRE PSYCH i BIO • MAI • HUAI • UCA1 • VAT • iOltl
MSKP-NMB -Vllf • HI Mi; • HEX • NDB • RN BDS

$425.00 month & electric

SSA1 • PSA1 • bAI ACHIEVEMENTS

CALL 352-0717

Call Days, Evas S Weekends

Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)

TEST PSKSAIurtOW

SPCCIALISTS SMCC aae

ftr liNraium Mill Caaar Caesar.
•eauea AT. law

tau rsurMl $$$-223171:

,

